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Biblical Overview 2017-18
This year preschoolers will be studying the following books as they explore the Bible.
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Get to Know Your Leader Guide
The weekly session plan is your tool for leading great Bible explorations.

TERMS TO KNOW

•  BIBLE STORY PASSAGE 
THE FOCAL SCRIPTURE 
PASSAGE FOR ALL 
PRESCHOOLERS. 

•  TEXT TRUTH 
THE MAIN POINT FROM THE 
BIBLE STORY PASSAGE TO 
COMMUNICATE TO CHILDREN.

•  CHRIST IN CONTEXT 
THE MESSAGE OF JESUS IN A 
PARTICULAR BIBLE BOOK.

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
LEADER GUIDE

EMPHASIS ON …
• USING THE BIBLE
• DEVELOPING BIBLE SKILLS
•  CONNECTING BIBLE 

CONTENT TO JESUS
•  APPLYING BIBLE CONTENT 

TO CHILDREN’S LIVES
•  MODELING BIBLE 

CONVERSATION AND 
PRAYER

THROUGH …
•  LARGE GROUP 

EXPERIENCES
•  SMALL GROUP ACTIVITIES
•  HANDS-ON EXPLORATIONS

CHECK OUT LEADER TIPS!

QUICK “DID YOU KNOWS?”

• HOW CHILDREN LEARN

• TIMESAVER TIPS

• ORGANIZATIONAL IDEAS

• PREP STEPS

• GENTLE REMINDERS

BACKGROUND STUDY
 FOR TEACHERS

QUICK OVERVIEW AND 
EARLY ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES

STEP-BY-STEP  
PROCEDURES FOR 

LARGE GROUP 
EXPERIENCES

MORE BIBLE 
EXPLORATIONS FOR 

THE NEXT HOUR

FUN BIBLE-
RELATED ACTIVITIES 

FOCUS ON 
HANDS-ON BIBLE 
DISCOVERY AND 
EXPLORATION

SEE PAGE 111 FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF RELATED PRESCHOOL RESOURCES TO ENHANCE TEACHING

2 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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PREPARE FOR TEACHING
1  Review the teaching plan. Practice using Bible-related conversation. 

Pray for the children and their families.
2  Gather teaching tools and resources for Bible explorations. NOTE: Digital 

versions of items identified as “Enhanced CD” are available in the Music and 
Print Extras Bundle.

3  Arrive early to set out resources and prepare the environment. Arrange small-
group activities (Exploration Stations) around the room so children can move and 
explore at their own pace.

FOCUS ON BIBLE EXPLORATION
• Use the Bible. Let preschoolers see, touch, and turn Bible pages.
• Talk about the Bible.
• Say Bible words and phrases during the entire session.
• Sing about the Bible and Bible truths.
•  Encourage children to participate in Bible exploration activities according to their 

skills, abilities, and interests.

SUGGESTED SCHEDULE
• ARRIVAL–5 MINUTES
Greet children individually and welcome them to church. Interest each child in an 
arrival activity or resource.

• EXPLORATIONS–45-60 MINUTES
Engage preschoolers in small group activities that help them explore the Bible and 
its truths. Provide at least three exploration stations to offer choices of multisensory 
activities and movement for busy preschoolers.

•  CIRCLE TIME–2-5 MINUTES (YOUNGER CHILDREN) OR 10-15 MINUTES (OLDER CHILDREN)
Gather children for a large-group experience. Play games, sing, and introduce the 
Bible story. Hear and recall the Bible story. Practice Bible skills. Pray.

•  NEXT HOUR–60 MINUTES
Continue activities from the first hour or try something different. Choose two or 
three new activities. (See Next Hour sessions on Enhanced CD.)

 
DON’T FORGET!
Label children’s belongings.
Post an allergy sign to inform parents of food, animals, or nature items in use.
Keep the classroom door closed for the safety of children.
Focus on the children and your Bible-teaching goals.   

TEACHING 
TIPS
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At-A-Glance
SESSION SUGGESTED FOR 

THE WEEK OF SESSION TITLE TEXT TRUTH BIBLE STORY BIBLE VERSE

1 Dec. 3 Jesus Has Come John told about Jesus. John’s News (based on Matthew 3:1-12) John 1:29

2 Dec. 10 Follow Me Jesus chose men to work with Him. Helpers for Jesus (based on Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4) Matthew 4:19

3 Dec. 17 Jesus, the Teacher Jesus taught people to live like God wants. Jesus Taught the People (based on Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2,13-16,38-48; 7:28-29) Matthew 6:33

4 Dec. 24 The Christmas Story Jesus’ birth was good news. A Special Baby’s Birth (based on Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20) Luke 2:11

5 Dec. 31 Searching for Jesus People knew Jesus was special. Searching for Jesus (based on Matthew 2:1-12) Matthew 2:2

6 Jan. 7 Letters About Jesus Peter taught people about Jesus. Peter’s Letters (based on 1 & 2 Peter) 1 Peter 1:22b

7 Jan. 14 God’s Care God will take care of us. Peter’s Rescue (based on Acts 12:3-17) 1 Peter 5:7

8 Jan. 21 The Story of Jesus The Bible tells the story of Jesus. Jesus Read the Scroll (based on Luke 4:16-28) 2 Peter 3:18a

9 Jan. 28 Love and Learn Together Learn what the Bible teaches about Jesus. Paul Helped a Church Learn (based on Acts 15:1-35) Jude 1:20-21

10 Feb. 4 God Is With Us God is always with us. Crossing the Jordan River (based on Joshua 3:1–4:24) Joshua 1:9b

11 Feb. 11 God Leads God shows people what to do. The People Go to Jericho (based on Joshua 6:1-21) Psalm 28:8

12 Feb. 18 God Answers Prayer God answers prayer. A Very Long Day (based on Joshua 10:1-14) Psalm 62:8

13 Feb. 25 Love and Obey Obey God and worship Him. Joshua Talked to the People (based on Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28) Joshua 24:24

4 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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Explore the Bible: Preschool Winter 2017-18At-A-Glance
SESSION SUGGESTED FOR 

THE WEEK OF SESSION TITLE TEXT TRUTH BIBLE STORY BIBLE VERSE

1 Dec. 3 Jesus Has Come John told about Jesus. John’s News (based on Matthew 3:1-12) John 1:29

2 Dec. 10 Follow Me Jesus chose men to work with Him. Helpers for Jesus (based on Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4) Matthew 4:19

3 Dec. 17 Jesus, the Teacher Jesus taught people to live like God wants. Jesus Taught the People (based on Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2,13-16,38-48; 7:28-29) Matthew 6:33

4 Dec. 24 The Christmas Story Jesus’ birth was good news. A Special Baby’s Birth (based on Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20) Luke 2:11

5 Dec. 31 Searching for Jesus People knew Jesus was special. Searching for Jesus (based on Matthew 2:1-12) Matthew 2:2

6 Jan. 7 Letters About Jesus Peter taught people about Jesus. Peter’s Letters (based on 1 & 2 Peter) 1 Peter 1:22b

7 Jan. 14 God’s Care God will take care of us. Peter’s Rescue (based on Acts 12:3-17) 1 Peter 5:7

8 Jan. 21 The Story of Jesus The Bible tells the story of Jesus. Jesus Read the Scroll (based on Luke 4:16-28) 2 Peter 3:18a

9 Jan. 28 Love and Learn Together Learn what the Bible teaches about Jesus. Paul Helped a Church Learn (based on Acts 15:1-35) Jude 1:20-21

10 Feb. 4 God Is With Us God is always with us. Crossing the Jordan River (based on Joshua 3:1–4:24) Joshua 1:9b

11 Feb. 11 God Leads God shows people what to do. The People Go to Jericho (based on Joshua 6:1-21) Psalm 28:8

12 Feb. 18 God Answers Prayer God answers prayer. A Very Long Day (based on Joshua 10:1-14) Psalm 62:8

13 Feb. 25 Love and Obey Obey God and worship Him. Joshua Talked to the People (based on Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28) Joshua 24:24
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Jesus Has Come
Matthew 3:1-12

John, born to the priest Zechariah, and his wife, Elizabeth, was the first prophet in 400 
years to preach to Israel. John’s ministry and message fulfilled Isaiah’s prophecy of a voice 
crying out in the wilderness (Isaiah 40:3). John preached repentance. The Greek word 
metanoeo means “to change the mind.” John’s message to the crowd encouraged them to 
change the way they were thinking and to change their actions. John’s message prepared 
the people for the coming Messiah who would also teach of repentance.

John wore odd clothing that would have reminded the people of Elijah, the prophet 
of old. Actually, the last prophet to prophesy before John, Malachi, ended his prophecy by 
encouraging the people to look for Elijah who would come “before the great and terrible day 
of the Lord comes” (Malachi 4:5). John’s choice of clothing and message should have been a 
clear sign to Israel that the Messiah was coming soon. 

Not everyone appreciated John’s message. Matthew 3:7-10 introduces the Pharisees and 
Sadducees, the religious leaders of the day. These leaders had likely come to the place John 
was baptizing, not to be baptized, but to observe what John was doing. John’s message 
to those leaders was stern and straightforward —if you are repentant, produce fruit that 
shows you are repentant.

John spoke next of his baptism and compared what he was doing to the One who was 
coming after him. John understood his role and clearly defined the more powerful One 
coming as one who would baptize with the Holy Spirit and fire. The reference to baptism by 
the Holy Spirit was fulfilled on Pentecost as the Holy Spirit came to the apostles and other 
believers. The reference to baptism by fire foreshadows the final judgment where Christ will 
separate the chaff to be burned with everlasting fire. As John taught, Jesus came to the 
Jordan River and John baptized Jesus. As soon as Jesus was raised from the water, God’s 
Spirit descended and a voice was heard announcing that Jesus was indeed the Son of God.

Session 1
Session 1: Jesus Has Come

6 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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1

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
John told about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Matthew 3:1-12

BIBLE VERSE
John 1:29

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
God’s promises all came true in King Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—the Old Testament 

and the New Testament.
• Begin to recognize names of books in the Bible. 

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Matthew 3 sets the stage for 
the coming Messiah. John 
the Baptist was preaching in 
the wilderness and baptizing 
those who had repented of 
their sins. John preached to 
prepare the people for the 
Messiah.

• Jesus came to the Jordan 
River as John was baptizing. 
As Jesus approached John, 
Jesus asked John to baptize 
Him. John was unsure, but 
to ensure that prophecy 
was fulfilled, John baptized 
Jesus. 

• Once Jesus was baptized, 
the heavens opened up and 
God’s Spirit came, and a 
voice was heard clarifying for 
all those present that Jesus 
was indeed the Son of God. 

• Paul later preached that 
Jesus truly was the Son 
of God. In Acts 13, Paul 
clearly identified Jesus 
as the Messiah who had 
been promised in the Old 
Testament.

• Today we rejoice that Jesus 
has paid for our sin. We can 
repent and follow Jesus’ 
example of baptism. 

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Work puzzles 
featuring Jesus.

Tools: Bible, wooden 
puzzles such as 
Jesus, a Special 
Friend (LifeWay, 
005160679) and 
Jesus and the 
Children (LifeWay, 
001050963) 

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Glue shapes to 
make a picture.

Tools: Bible, colored 
construction paper 
cut into geometric 
shapes, manila paper, 
glue sticks

▸▸ Write postcard 
messages to 
friends.

Tools: Bible, white 
heavyweight paper 
cut into fourths, 
crayons, markers, gel 
pens 

7Session 1: Jesus Has Come
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BIBLE STORY

JOHN’S NEWS
Matthew 3:1-12

A man named John lived in the country of Judea in the wilderness. John 
did not wear fancy clothes. Instead, he made his clothes from animal skins 
and camel’s hair. He tied his robes together with leather belts.

In the wilderness, John had to hunt for his food. He caught locusts (insects) 
to eat and discovered wild honey in beehives in the trees.

People from Judea and Jerusalem and the towns around the Jordan 
River heard about John. They had heard that John walked around the 
countryside preaching. John told the people to get ready for the Lord 
(Jesus).

Some of the religious (church) leaders went to the Jordan River to find 
John. John told the leaders that God could do anything. John told the 
church leaders that God was sending a man to the people to show them 
how to live for God and obey Him.

John said, “This One whom God is sending is more powerful and important 
than I am. This man will know the people who truly love God and serve 
Him.”

John’s news surprised the people.

TEXT TRUTH
John told about Jesus.

BIBLE VERSE 
John 1:29

LEADER TIP! 
Prepare to tell the story in your 
own words. Shorten the story 
as necessary to match the 
attention span of your group of 
preschoolers.

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
John said, “Here is the Lamb of God.” John 1:29

Paraphrase:
Here is Jesus, God’s Son. John 1:29

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.

8 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide8
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bibles
• Enhanced CD
• Activity Pages
• pencils

PACK ITEMS
  1 Story Picture: John’s News
22 Movement Spinner
30 Bible Book Names
31 Testament Signs

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Go to each Exploration Station and encourage children to finish their 

activities. Direct each child to find a seat in the Circle Time area.

• When all the children have gathered, use the Movement Spinner (Pack) 
to play a movement game. 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Thank the children for cooperating and playing together. 

• Show the Matthew card from the Bible Book Names (Pack). Tell the 
children that today’s story is from Matthew. Then show preschoolers the 
New Testament sign (Pack). Tell the children that the Book of Matthew is 
in the New Testament.

• Open your Bible to Matthew 3. Tell the Bible story in your own words.

• Show the Story Picture (Pack). Help the children recall the names of 
John and Jesus from the story. Ask the children to name other facts they 
remember from the story.

• Play a song about Jesus from the Enhanced CD. Invite children to sing 
along. Mention that John told about Jesus and we can tell about Jesus.

• Distribute an Activity Page and pencil to each child. Ask teachers to help 
the children complete the activity on the back of the page.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Distribute Bibles to the children. (If preschoolers brought Bibles, direct 

them to get their Bibles now.) 

• Show again the Matthew and New Testament signs. Ask teachers to help 
the children find the first page of the New Testament and the Book of 
Matthew. 

• Say: “Another book in the New Testament is called John. Listen to our 
Bible verse for today.” Read aloud John 1:29. Lead children to say the 
verse several times with you. 

PRAY
• Pray, thanking God for Jesus. Ask God to help boys and girls tell others 

about Jesus. 

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.

9Session 1: Jesus Has Come 9
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
John told about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
John’s News
Matthew 3:1-12

BIBLE VERSE
John 1:29

PACK ITEM
 1 Story Picture: John’s News

LEADER TIP!
After children draw on 
sandpaper, offer to transfer 
their designs onto fabric. Lay a 
piece of cotton cloth over the 
sandpaper and press over it 
with a heated iron. 

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

DRAW ON SANDPAPER

Tools: Bible, paper, marker, 

fine-grained sandpaper, crayons

• Print today’s Bible verse on 

a sheet of paper and put it 

with the art materials. 

• Give each child a sheet 

of sandpaper. Encourage 

children to draw on the 

sandpaper.

• Tell the Bible story as the 

children draw. Open the 

Bible to Matthew 3 and 

point to John’s name. 

• Say: “John told people to 

get ready for Jesus. God’s 

Son, Jesus, was ready to 

begin teaching and helping 

people.” 

• Show preschoolers the 

paper. Point to each word 

of the verse as you say it. 

Lead children to say the 

verse.

• Relate the sandpaper to 

sandy roads in Bible times.

TASTE HONEY 

Tools: Bible; Allergy Sign, 
Locust Pictures, Bible Verse 
Markers (Enhanced CD); 
honey, flatbread, small plates, 
napkins

• Post the Allergy Sign. 
Display the Locust Pictures 
with the tasting items. 
Mark today’s verse in the 
Bible using the appropriate 
Bible Verse Marker.

• Invite children to taste 
the honey spread on a 
small piece of flatbread. 
As children eat, point to 
the pictures. Say: “John ate 
locusts and honey while he 
was in the wilderness.” 

• Open the Bible and read 
the verse. Thank God for 
people who tell about 
Jesus.

10 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

BUILD WITH OUTDOOR 
ITEMS

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 

John’s News (Pack), wooden 

blocks, rocks, twigs

• Point to the rocks and 

twigs as children play with 

blocks. Talk about things 

John may have seen in 

the wilderness—different 

trees, plants, animals. 

Relate this to walks 

children may have taken.

• Comment: “John was 

a messenger who told 

people that Jesus was 

coming. John lived in the 

wilderness. One day he 

told people near the Jordan 

River about Jesus.” 

• Show the Story Picture and 

point to John. Point to the 

river and people.

• Open the Bible to  

John 1:29 and read the 

Bible verse. Thank God for 

sending John to tell people 

about Jesus. 

USE COMMUNICATION 
TOOLS

Tools: Bible, toy phones, old cell 
phones (without batteries), old 
computer keyboards, clipboards 
with paper, notepads, pencils

• Invite children to use the 
items to communicate 
with others. Suggest that 
children send emails on 
the computer and invite 
friends to church. Suggest 
they write messages on the 
paper and call friends on 
the phones.

• Say: “John told the people 
that Jesus was coming. 
John was a messenger for 
God. You can tell people 
about Jesus, too.”

• Open the Bible to  
Matthew 3 and point to 
the Bible words as you tell 
the story. Point to John’s 
name. 

• Thank children for taking 
turns with the items.

POUR & SCOOP 
WATER

Tools: Bible, large clear plastic 
container half-filled with water, 
variety of cups and scoops, 
2 towels, plastic dropcloth, 
Activity Page

• Stack items on the floor 
in this order: dropcloth, 
towel, Activity Page with 
Story Picture showing, 
container of water. Float 
the cups and scoops in the 
water. Lay the other towel 
nearby for drying hands.

• Invite a child to pour and 
scoop water. Caution her 
to keep the water in the 
container.

• Point to the picture 
appearing under the water. 
Say: “This is John. One day 
John talked to people near 
the Jordan River. John told 
the people about Jesus.” 

• Continue to review the 
Bible story as the child 
plays. Open the Bible to 
Matthew 3 and point to 
John’s name.

11Session 1: Jesus Has Come
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
John told about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
John’s News
Matthew 3:1-12
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
John 1:29

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

MAKE MEGAPHONES
Tools: Bible, construction paper, crayons or markers, tape, scissors (optional)

• Give each child a sheet of construction paper. Tell the children to 
decorate their papers any way they please.

• Tell the Bible story as the children draw. Remind them that John told 
people that Jesus was coming.

• Talk with the children about ways people today give messages. 

• Help children roll their papers into cones and tape them. Cut across the 
narrow end of the cone for the mouthpiece. (Tape over the cut end.)

• Lead the children to use their megaphones to say statements such as 
“Jesus loves you” and “Jesus is our friend.”

WORK PUZZLES
Tools: Bible, 2 or 3 puzzles featuring Jesus, Story Picture: John’s News (Pack  
Item 1)

• As children work puzzles, ask: “Who was the messenger who told people 
Jesus was coming?” Continue recalling the Bible story.

• Point to John in the Story Picture. Open the Bible to John 1:29 and point 
to the Bible verse. Lead the children to say the Bible verse together. 

• Pray, thanking God for the good news about Jesus.

WALK AND TELL THE BIBLE STORY
Tools: Bible, masking tape, Activity Page

• Mark the Bible story in Matthew using the Activity Page. Use the tape to 
make a trail around the room. Make four stopping points along the trail, 
marking each with a large tape X.

• Invite several children to walk on the trail with you. Say: “We are walking 
on a trail. We are going to ____ .” (Invite a child to complete statement.)

• When everyone stops at an X, open the Bible and tell part of the Bible 
story. Continue on the path, showing the picture on the Activity Page.

12 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

MATCH SHOES
Tools: Bible, large box or basket

• Sit in a circle on the floor with the children. Briefly review the Bible story. 

• Ask the children to take off one of their shoes and place it in the box or 
basket. 

• Choose one child in the circle to select a shoe from the box and look 
for the child with the matching shoe. Continue until all the shoes are 
matched with their owners.

• Open the Bible to the Bible story passage and show children John’s name. 
Comment that John walked through the wilderness to tell people about 
Jesus. John may have worn sandals as he walked. 

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Walk around the room clapping a 

pattern. Encourage the children to 
follow.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Open the Bible to Matthew 3 

and review the Bible story with 
the children. Say: “God wanted 
John to tell people that Jesus 
was coming. John lived in the 
wilderness.”

• Show the Story Picture: John’s 
News (Pack Item 1). 

• Ask the children to name a person 
they could tell about Jesus.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Tell children that the Bible story is 

from the New Testament, which 
tells about Jesus’ life. 

• Open your Bible and show 
preschoolers the first page of the 
New Testament. Say: “This is the 
back part of the Bible.”

• Lead preschoolers to open Bibles 
to the New Testament.

PRAY
• Thank God for sending people to 

tell about Jesus. 

• Ask God to help children tell 
others about Jesus.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Follow Me
Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4

After Jesus’ public ministry began, John the Baptist was arrested and Jesus went into 
the region of Galilee to preach the message of repentance. While Jesus was in Galilee, He 
walked by the sea where He came upon two men, Peter and Andrew, fishermen casting 
their nets into the sea. Andrew had previously been a disciple of John the Baptist and had 
begun to follow Jesus, as had Peter (John 1:35-42). Their encounter with Jesus in  
Matthew 4 was not the first time they had been with Jesus. When Jesus asked Peter and 
Andrew to follow Him, they immediately left all they had and followed Him. 

As He had done with Peter and Andrew, Jesus also called James and John from 
their fishing business to be His disciples. Both verses 20 and 22 use a word translated 
“immediately” when referring to the response given by both sets of brothers. The men not 
only left their businesses, but James and John also left their father sitting in the boat with 
nets that needed to be mended. And they obeyed immediately. Probably not knowing fully 
what following Jesus would entail, obedience to Jesus was the right choice.

Taking with Him His new companions, Jesus ministered all over Galilee. The 
remainder of Matthew’s gospel shares how Jesus encountered many people who needed the 
good news. Jesus ministered to the lame, sick, and those suffering from various diseases. 
Later, as Jesus departed from a boat, He met Matthew and, as He had previously done, 
Jesus called Matthew to be His disciple. Matthew’s response, not surprisingly, was to get 
up and follow Jesus. Like the others, Matthew obeyed immediately.

Matthew 10 records the first comprehensive list of the 12 men Jesus chose to become 
His closest followers. This passage serves as a public commissioning service for the Twelve 
when Jesus sent them out on their own to do the work of ministry. The number 12 is most 
likely symbolic of the 12 tribes of Israel. These men were those with whom Jesus worked 
closely in His mission of seeking and saving the lost.

Session 2
Session 2: Follow Me
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2

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
Jesus chose men to work with Him.  

BIBLE STORY
Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 4:19

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
God’s promises all came true in King Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—Old Testament and 

New Testament.
• Begin to recognize names of books in the Bible.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• As Jesus began His public 
ministry, He looked for men 
to come alongside Him 
and learn from Him. Jesus 
declared to the men, who 
were fishermen by trade, 
that He would lead them to 
become fishers of men. 

• Jesus chose not only 
fishermen to be His 
disciples, but He chose men 
from all walks of life to tell 
others about Him.  

• Jesus, along with His 
disciples, performed 
miracles by healing the 
crowds and sharing the 
message of repentance. 

• Paul was not one of the 
original disciples chosen by 
Jesus, but Jesus certainly 
called Paul to be His disciple 
and tasked Paul with telling 
others about Jesus. (See 
Acts 9.)  

• Paul continued Jesus’ 
mission by healing the 
crowds and sharing that 
repentance comes through 
belief in Jesus. Paul’s 
message was not always well 
received, yet Paul continued 
preaching the gospel 
throughout the world.

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Trace numbers 
1–12 to make a 
rainbow.

Tools: Bible, papers 
with the numerals 
1–12 printed on them 
in dot formation, 
several colors of 
crayons

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Play a game.

Tools: Bible, Let’s 
Go! Gameboard and 
Game Cards (Pack 
Items 25 and 26), 
large buttons or foam 
beads

▸▸ Scoop fish from 
water.

Tools: Bible, dishpan 
of water, plastic fish, 
aquarium nets, small 
towels

15Session 2: Follow Me
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BIBLE STORY

HELPERS FOR JESUS
Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4

One day Jesus walked beside a lake called the Sea of Galilee. Jesus saw two 
brothers, Simon Peter and Andrew. They were throwing a net into the sea 
to catch fish.

“Come, follow Me,” Jesus said. “I want you to be My disciples.”

Simon Peter and Andrew immediately stopped fishing and went with Jesus.

Jesus saw two different brothers, James and John. They were mending 
nets in their father’s boat. James and John were fishermen, too.

James and John stopped working and went with Jesus.

Simon Peter, Andrew, James, and John became Jesus’ first disciples. They 
went with Jesus to help Him.

Jesus chose more men to help Him. Jesus asked Matthew, a tax collector, 
to be a disciple. He also chose Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, another man 
named James, Thaddaeus, Simon, and Judas.

Altogether, Jesus called twelve men to be His disciples. These men learned 
from Jesus and helped Him.

TEXT TRUTH
Jesus chose men to work with 
Him.

BIBLE VERSE 
Matthew 4:19

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
“Follow me,” he told them. Matthew 4:19

Paraphrase:
Jesus said, “Follow Me.” Matthew 4:19

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.

16 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide16
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bibles
• Activity Page
• pencils or crayons

PACK ITEMS
  2  Story Picture: Helpers for 

Jesus
22 Movement Spinner
30 Bible Book Names
31 Testament Signs

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Use the Movement Spinner (Pack) to actively guide preschoolers toward 

the Circle Time area.

• When all children have arrived, direct the children to be seated. Say: 
“Today we will learn more about Jesus.” 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Help children recall the Bible story from Session 1. Ask: “What is the 

name of the man who was God’s messenger and told people that Jesus 
was coming?” After someone answers John, ask the child what she 
remembers about John.

• Show children the Matthew card from Bible Book Names (Pack), then 
show the first page of Matthew in the Bible. Tell children that today’s 
Bible story is from the Book of Matthew. Open the Bible to Matthew 4 
and tell the story in your own words.

• Show preschoolers the Story Picture. Choose one child to point to Jesus. 
Help the children name the men Jesus chose to be His helpers.

• Give each child an Activity Page and a pencil or crayon. Guide children to 
complete the activity. 

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Distribute Bibles to the children. (If preschoolers brought Bibles, direct 

them to get their Bibles at this time.)

• Show the New Testament Sign (Pack), read it aloud, and lay it on the 
floor. Ask teachers to help preschoolers find the beginning of the New 
Testament in their Bibles. Remind boys and girls that the New Testament 
tells what happened when Jesus came.

PRAY
• Ask boys and girls for prayer requests; then ask for volunteers who would 

like to pray. Close the prayer time by thanking God for Jesus and the 
men who became His helpers. 

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
Jesus chose men to work with 
Him.

BIBLE STORY
Helpers for Jesus
Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 4:19

PACK ITEMS
  2  Story Picture: Helpers for 

Jesus
20 Book: God’s Plan
24 Patterns
25 Let’s Go! Gameboard
26 Let’s Go! Game Cards

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

BUILD A LAKE

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 

Helpers for Jesus (Pack), 

wooden blocks, blue paper or 

fabric, toy boats

• Invite boys and girls to 

build and stack blocks. 

Suggest that children use 

the blue paper to be water 

in a pretend lake. 

• As the children play, tell 

the Bible story. Say: “Jesus 

saw four men at a lake. 

They were fishermen. They 

left their nets and boats 

and followed Jesus.”

• Point to the Story Picture 

as you continue the Bible 

story. Help boys and girls 

remember the names of 

some of the helpers Jesus 

chose. 

• Open the Bible and read 

aloud today’s Bible verse. 

Lead the children in saying 

the verse together.

PAINT A FISH

Tools: Bible, Fish Outline 
(Enhanced CD), watercolor 
paints, cups of water, 
paintbrushes

• Give a child a fish outline. 
If needed, show the child 
how to wet the brush and 
swirl it in the paint.

• Talk about the Bible 
story as the child paints. 
Say: “Jesus saw some 
fishermen at a lake. Jesus 
said, ‘Follow Me.’ The 
men stopped what they 
were doing and went with 
Jesus.”

• Say the names of the 
disciples and urge the 
child to repeat them. Open 
the Bible and point to the 
names. Lead the child to 
say the Bible verse.

18 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

PLAY A GAME

Tools: Bible, Let’s Go! 

Gameboard and Game Cards 

(Pack), large buttons or foam 

beads, Activity Page

• Explain how to play the 

game. (See the Leader 

Pack instructions.) As the 

children listen and follow 

along, relate this to the 

fishermen following Jesus.

• Show children the picture 

on the Activity Page. Say: 

“Jesus told some men to 

follow Him. The men went 

with Jesus.” 

• Review the names of the 

disciples. Whenever a child 

gets a card with a back 

arrow, direct him to name 

a man Jesus chose to help 

Him. 

• Open the Bible and show 

children the names Andrew, 

Peter, James, and John. 

Remark: “The Bible tells 

the true story about Jesus 

choosing His helpers.”

COUNT 12 ITEMS

Tools: Bible; Patterns (Pack); 
Book: God’s Plan (Pack); 
bowls; items to count, such as 
small blocks, bottle caps, large 
buttons, foam beads, or floral 
gems (12 of each)

• Put each set of items into 
a separate bowl. Invite a 
child to count to 12 using 
the patterns on the cards. 

• Say: “Jesus chose 12 men 
to learn from Him and 
help Him.” Continue 
telling the Bible story as 
the child counts the items. 
Encourage the preschooler 
to return the items to the 
bowls when he finishes 
counting.

• Open the Bible to  
Matthew 4:19 and read 
aloud the Bible verse. Offer 
to read the book to an 
interested child nearby.

• Say a brief prayer, thanking 
God for Jesus and the Bible 
that tells about Him.

PRETEND TO FISH

Tools: Bible, construction 
paper fish cutouts, paper 
clips, wooden dowels, string, 
magnets (Option: small tackle 
box with rubber worms, small 
plastic frogs, chenille stem 
hooks) 

• Attach a length of string 
to one end of each dowel. 
On the other end of the 
string attach a magnet. 
Put a paper clip on each 
fish. Scatter the fish on the 
floor.

• Invite a child to pretend to 
fish. Say: “Jesus asked some 
fishermen to follow Him 
and become His helpers.”

• Sing the following words to 
the tune “Mulberry Bush”:  
Jesus chose some fishermen, 
fishermen, fishermen. Jesus 
chose some fishermen. He 
said, “Come, follow Me.”

• Open the Bible and read 
aloud the Bible verse. Show 
the words to the children.
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
Jesus chose men to work with 
Him.

BIBLE STORY
Helpers for Jesus
Matthew 4:18-22; 10:2-4
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 4:19

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

WALK AROUND CHAIRS
Tools: Bible, chairs, large fish shape (Enhanced CD)

• Arrange several chairs in a circle. (Each child playing the game should 
have a chair.) Place the fish shape under one chair.

• Invite boys and girls to play a game. Play a song about Jesus and direct 
the children to walk around the chairs. When the music stops, children 
should be seated. Prompt the child with the fish shape under his chair to 
say the Bible verse. 

• Move the fish to a different chair and continue the game.

COUNT TO 12
Tools: Bible, large poster board circle, marker, clip-style clothespins

• Print the numerals 1–12 around the outside edge of the poster board 
circle.

• Invite a child to count to 12 by clipping a clothespin onto each numeral.

• Say: “Jesus chose 12 men to work with Him. The men learned from 
Jesus, and they helped Jesus teach others about God.”

• Lead the preschooler to say the Bible verse with you. Thank God that 
Jesus taught the men to teach others.

PLAY FOLLOW THE LEADER
Tools: Bible, Movement Spinner (Pack Item 22), Story Picture: Helpers for Jesus 
(Pack Item 2)

• Choose one child to be the leader. Tell the leader to spin the Movement 
Spinner and lead the group in the action. The leader may decide how 
many times to do the action. 

• After a few minutes, choose a different child to be the leader. 

• Pause the game and sit with the children to talk about the Bible story. 
Comment: “The men Jesus chose followed Him. They learned from Him 
and helped Him work.” 

20 Explore the Bible: Preschool Leader Guide
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

MARCH AND SING
Tools: Bible

• Invite preschoolers to line up behind you. Tell them to follow you in a 
march as you sing the following words to the tune “Mulberry Bush”: 
Jesus said, “Come follow Me, follow Me, follow Me.” Jesus said, “Come follow 
Me.” Twelve men followed Him. 

• After marching around the room, choose a different leader. Prompt the 
leader to choose another way to walk around the room (for example, walk 
with arms out, hop, skip, and so forth).

• Invite boys and girls to sit on the floor. Open the Bible and read aloud the 
Bible verse. Lead the children in saying the verse together.

• Continue the game by choosing another leader to lead the march.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Play a song from the Enhanced 

CD as you lead children to the 
Circle Time area. 

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Ask questions to review the story:  

What was the job of the first men 
Jesus chose? (fishermen)  
What did Jesus say to the men? 
(“Follow Me.”)  
How many men did Jesus choose to 
work with Him? (12)  
What is the name of one of the 
helpers? (Simon Peter, Andrew, 
James, John, Matthew, Philip, 
Bartholomew, Thaddaeus, another 
James, Thomas, Simon, Judas)

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Distribute a Bible to each child. 

Ask teachers to help children 
find the first page of the Old 
Testament and the first page of 
the New Testament.

• Explain: “The Old Testament tells 
what happened before Jesus was 
born. The New Testament tells 
about Jesus’ birth and life.” 

PRAY
• Encourage children to share 

prayer concerns. Pray for each 
concern. Thank God for Jesus and 
that we can learn about Him.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Jesus, the Teacher
Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2,13-16,38-48; 7:28-29

Matthew 5–7 is traditionally called the Sermon on the Mount. Looking at parallel gospel 
accounts it is really unclear if this sermon was delivered in its entirety in this form, or if 
this is a collection of things Jesus taught throughout His ministry, all brought together 
in this format by the writer Matthew. Whether preached as one sermon, or preached over 
time, this portion of Scripture gives several examples of how a person dedicated to living a 
life of love and obedience to God should choose to live.

Jesus went aside to a hilly region of Galilee. Here He began to teach His disciples. We 
don’t know where this spot was located, but we do know that the area would have been the 
perfect place for thousands of people to hear Jesus’ message. 

The first section of Jesus’ sermon is what most call the Beatitudes. The word beatitude 
comes from the Latin word for “blessing.” These short statements were intended by Jesus 
to highlight characteristics of a disciple and also serve as somewhat of an outline for the 
rest of the sermon. The first three beatitudes deal with heart issues, as does the rest of 
Chapter 5. Matthew 6 describes what it looks like to hunger and thirst for righteousness as 
does the fourth beatitude. Finally the remaining four beatitudes, and Matthew 7, deal with 
people’s interpersonal relationships.

Following the beatitudes, Jesus began teaching through a series of short statements 
that gave those who truly wanted to follow Him examples of personal behavior that would 
lead to a life honoring God. The statements Jesus preached to the crowds that day are still 
valid and appropriate for us to follow. We should live lives that are clear examples to others 
that we follow God by being salt and light in the community. We should think thoughts 
that honor God and not thoughts that would dishonor His name. We should be generous, 
devoted to prayer, and rely fully on God to meet our needs. Finally, our lives should be 
grounded on the solid foundation of faith in God.

Session 3
Session 3: Jesus the Teacher
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3

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
Jesus taught people to live like God wants.

BIBLE STORY
Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2,13-16,38-48; 7:28-29

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 6:33

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
God’s promises all came true in King Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Begin to understand that a Bible reference includes a book, 

chapter, and verse.
• Remember and say simple Bible words, phrases, and verses with 

Bible references.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Jesus knew He wouldn’t 
always be on earth, so Jesus 
preached to the crowds that 
followed Him so that they 
could learn what it meant to 
be true followers. 

• Jesus taught that people 
could align their heart 
attitude with that of God, 
seek righteousness in 
all their dealings, and 
treat others with love and 
compassion.   

• By the time Paul was 
preaching, many followers 
of Jesus had forgotten some 
of what Jesus taught. In 
Acts 15, Paul heard men 
preaching that Jesus had 
different requirements for 
Jews to become followers 
than for non-Jews. Paul 
knew this was not right. 

• Paul and Barnabas traveled 
to Jerusalem to speak to the 
church leaders and remind 
them of the things Jesus 
taught. Church leaders 
agreed and sent Paul to 
spread the news. 

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Design a Bible 
marker.

Tools: Bible, strips of 
paper with printed 
Bible verse, simple 
shape stickers

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Read about 
Jesus.

Tools: Bible, Book: 
God’s Plan (Pack 
Item 20), other books 
about Jesus

▸▸ Draw a picture 
showing places 
where people 
learn.

Tools: Bible, manila 
paper, crayons
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BIBLE STORY

JESUS TAUGHT THE PEOPLE
Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2,13-16,38-48; 7:28-29

Jesus went all over Galilee. He stopped at the synagogues and taught the 
people about God and how to live for Him. Jesus healed sick people.

News about Jesus spread all over the country. More and more people took 
their friends and family to Jesus so He would make them well. Jesus did.

The crowds of people followed Jesus. They saw Him go up on a mountain. 
Jesus sat down and taught His disciples. Jesus told His helpers: “People 
who know Me and believe I am God’s Son are the ones who help others and 
learn about Me. You must live so others know you love Me.”

Jesus continued His teaching. “Don’t fight back when someone hurts you. If 
anyone asks for help, do more than he asks. Give willingly to help others.

“Love the people who don’t love you,” Jesus said. “God loves everyone, 
whether he is good or bad. Do what you know is right.”

The people listened to Jesus teach and were amazed at the things He said.

TEXT TRUTH
Jesus taught people to live like 
God wants.

BIBLE VERSE 
Matthew 6:33

LEADER TIP! 
Prepare to tell the Bible story 
in your own words. Shorten the 
text as needed for the ages of 
your students.

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
Seek God and his righteousness. All these things will be provided for you. 
Matthew 6:33

Paraphrase:
Love God. He will take care of you. Matthew 6:33

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD
• strip of paper printed with 

Matthew 6:33

PACK ITEMS
  3  Story Picture: Jesus Taught 

the People
32 Book, Chapter, Verse

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Walk around the room and remind children to finish their activities. 

Begin playing music from the Enhanced CD and lead the boys and girls 
to the Circle Time area. 

• After the children are seated, play the same song from the CD and lead 
preschoolers to sing with you.

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Remind the children they have been learning about Jesus from the Book 

of Matthew. Guide the children to recall some of the things they have 
learned so far. (John told people about Jesus. Jesus chose 12 men to 
learn from Him and be His helpers.)

• Open the Bible to Matthew 5 and tell this week’s Bible story in your own 
words. Afterward, show the Story Picture (Pack). Let the children pass 
the picture around the circle. 

• Help preschoolers review the story. Ask: “Where did Jesus teach the 
people? Why did Jesus say people should not worry? How are people 
supposed to treat someone who is not kind to them?”

• Ask each child to name a way to show kindness to someone, even if that 
person is not kind to her. Thank each child for participating.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Show the Book, Chapter, Verse card (Pack). Point to each word as you 

explain: “Every Bible verse has three parts—the name of the Bible book, 
the chapter, and the verse.” Place the printed strip of paper next to the 
card. Point to each part of the Bible verse, naming its book, chapter, and 
verse.

• Open the Bible and read aloud the verse. Say: “Matthew 6:33, book, 
chapter, verse.” Lead children to repeat the verse and the reference a few 
times as a group. 

PRAY
• Ask if any volunteers would like to pray. Thank God for Jesus and the 

things He taught. 

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
Jesus taught people to live like 
God wants.

BIBLE STORY
Jesus Taught the People
Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2, 
13-16,38-48; 7:28-29

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 6:33

PACK ITEMS
  3  Story Picture: Jesus Taught 

the People
19 Puzzles: Learning at Church
20 Book: God’s Plan
29 Christmas Postcards

LEADER TIP!
This week use the Christmas 
Postcards (Pack) to send a 
special Christmas message to 
each preschooler.

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

MAKE A SNACK

Tools: Bible, Book: God’s Plan 

(Pack), Allergy Sign (Enhanced 

CD), O-shaped cereal, raisins, 

fish-shaped crackers, small 

pretzels, ziplock bags, bowl 

and spoon for each ingredient, 

permanent marker

• Invite children to make a 

snack for themselves and 

one for a friend or family 

member. Preschoolers can 

spoon ingredients into 

bags labeled with their 

names.

• Read the book as children 

prepare their snack. Say: 

“God had a perfect plan to 

send Jesus into the world.” 

• Open the Bible to  
Matthew 4. Say: “Jesus told 

the people not to worry 

because God cared for 

them. Jesus also told the 

people to show kindness to 

others. You show kindness 

by sharing a snack with 

someone.” 

WORK PUZZLES

Tools: Bible, Puzzles: Learning 
at Church (Pack), other puzzles 
featuring Jesus, Activity Page

• Invite a child to work a 
puzzle. Relate the child’s 
puzzle choice to learning 
about Jesus. 

• Show the preschooler the 
picture on the Activity 
Page. Summarize the Bible 
story. 

• Remark that Matthew 
wrote about things Jesus 
said and did. Open the 
Bible to Matthew 4. 

• Continue: “Jesus wanted 
people to learn about God 
and how God wants people 
to live.” 

• Thank God for sending 
Jesus to teach us.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

PLAY IN A BIBLE TIMES 
HOUSE

Tools: Bible; Bible Verse 

Markers (Enhanced CD); large 

square of cardboard; 4 tall 

blocks; baskets; lightweight 

blanket; toy vegetables, fruit, 

and bread

• Create a Bible times house. 

Put the cardboard on the 

blocks as a table. Roll the 

blanket into a bedroll. Put 

the foods in the baskets.

• Invite children to play in 

the house. Explain: “People 

in Bible times had houses 

much different from what 

we have. People often sat 

and slept on the floors.”

• Tell the Bible story as the 

children play. Remark that 

Jesus taught grown-ups 

and children. He wanted 

the people to learn to love 

God and obey Him.

• Turn to Matthew 6:33. 

Talk about ways God cares 

for people today.

MAKE A MOUNTAIN 
PICTURE

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 
Jesus Taught the People 
(Pack), brown paper cut into 
large triangular shapes, green 
construction paper scraps, 
child’s safety scissors, glue 
sticks, flower stickers, markers
 
• Give a child a brown 

triangle. Explain that he 
may use the art materials 
to make a mountain.

• Guide the child to cut and 
glue green paper for grass 
and use the flower stickers. 
He can add other details by 
using markers.

• Show the Story Picture. 
Say: “Jesus sat on a 
mountain to teach. Jesus 
taught people how God 
wanted them to live.”

• Open the Bible to 
Matthew 6:33 and read 
aloud the Bible verse. Tell 
preschoolers that God 
wants people to love Him.

PRETEND WITH 
PEOPLE FIGURES

Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, 
plastic or wooden people figures

• Invite children to play with 
blocks and people figures. 

• Tell the Bible story as 
children build. Suggest that 
preschoolers build a block 
mountain and put the 
people on the mountain. 
Say: “Jesus taught the 
people about God while 
they sat on a mountain.”

• Continue to tell the Bible 
story as children play. Ask 
a child to name a way that 
God cares for the child’s 
family. 

• Remark: “Jesus told people 
that God wants them to 
be kind to others. You 
are being kind by playing 
together and taking turns.” 
Mention other ways 
preschoolers can be kind 
and do what God wants.

• Say a brief prayer, thanking 
God for sending Jesus to 
teach people.
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
Jesus taught people to live like 
God wants.

BIBLE STORY
Jesus Taught the People
Matthew 4:23-25; 5:2, 
13-16,38-48; 7:28-29
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 6:33

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

PAINT WITH A FRIEND
Tools: Bible, paper, watercolor paints, cups of water, paintbrushes

• Invite two or more children to paint at the same time and share a set of 
watercolor paints.

• Talk about the Bible story as the children paint. Comment that sharing is 
a way to be kind, and being kind is something Jesus taught people.

• Say: “A verse in the Bible says to love God and He will take care of you. 
How does God take care of you?” Help preschoolers think of ways God 
cares for them.

SORT BLOCKS
Tools: Bible, wooden blocks or other types of blocks (cardboard, plastic, foam)

• Invite boys and girls to work together to sort the blocks. Explain they can 
sort by size, shape, color, or whatever category they decide.

• Thank the preschoolers for working together. Mention: “Jesus said we 
should be kind to others, even when they are not kind to us. I see friends 
working together. That is a way to be kind.”

• Open the Bible and continue telling the Bible story. Lead preschoolers in 
saying the Bible verse together. 

PLAY WITH CARS AND TRUCKS
Tools: Bible, toy cars and trucks, masking tape, children’s safety scissors 
(optional), Activity Page

• Invite boys and girls to make tape roads for driving the cars and trucks. 
If preschoolers cannot tear the tape, offer scissors for cutting the tape.

• Ask how children traveled to church today. Ask about different ways 
preschoolers have traveled on trips (boat, train, airplane, car). Say: “Jesus 
traveled many places to teach people, but He walked or rode on a boat.”

• Open the Bible to Matthew 4 and tell the Bible story. Mention that God 
cares for people who love Him, and God provides what people need. Show 
the picture on the Activity Page. Say the Bible verse with the children.
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

WORK JESUS PUZZLES
Tools: Bible, puzzles featuring Jesus, vinyl place mat or carpet square for each 
puzzle

• Place the puzzles on a mat or carpet square on the floor. 

• Invite a child to work a puzzle about Jesus. As the puzzle is completed, 
refer to the Bible story associated with the puzzle.

• Use the time as children are working puzzles to tell today’s Bible story. 
Say: “God sent Jesus to teach people how to live. Jesus taught people to 
depend on God and love Him.”

• Encourage each preschooler to exchange puzzles with another child when 
he is finished. Thank the preschoolers for working together.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Tell preschoolers to say hello to 

three people before moving to 
Circle Time.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Today you heard a story 

about Jesus, the Teacher. You 
heard some things that Jesus 
taught the people about God and 
how to live. Let’s talk about some 
things Jesus taught the people.”

• Ask questions such as: “Where 
was Jesus teaching the people? 
How should we treat people if 
they are unkind to us? Whose Son 
is Jesus?”

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Hold a Bible marked at  

Matthew 6:33. Invite a child to 
open the Bible to the marked 
page. 

• Lead the group in saying the 
Bible verse together. Give each 
preschooler a turn to open the 
Bible and lead the group in saying 
the Bible verse. 

PRAY
• Ask preschoolers to say prayer 

requests.

• Say a prayer thanking God for 
Jesus and all He taught us. 

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

The Christmas Story
Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20

Matthew wrote his gospel to prove that Jesus was the Messiah as well as the Son of 
God. The opening verse identifies Jesus as Christ and Matthew begins to build his case. 
Matthew spends 17 verses connecting Jesus with Abraham and David, which would have 
helped his Jewish readers understand that Jesus’ lineage certainly qualified Him to be 
Messiah. In verse 18 Matthew begins to define Jesus’ deity to prove that He was the Christ. 

Mary and Joseph were engaged, or betrothed, to one another. In Jewish culture this 
engagement was as legally binding as the marriage, but the couple did not live together 
until after their wedding. When Joseph, clearly unaware of the supernatural conception, 
discovered Mary’s pregnancy, he wanted to act in a righteous manner. Joseph did not want 
to embarrass Mary publicly, so he decided to divorce her privately. Later, while Joseph 
slept, an angel arrived to give him the good news that Mary’s conception was from the Holy 
Spirit. Joseph was told to not worry but marry Mary, which he did. 

Matthew 1:22-23 shows how the birth of Jesus fulfilled Old Testament prophecy. 
The Jews who were waiting for the Messiah would have been familiar with Isaiah 7:14, so 
when Matthew declared Jesus’ birth a fulfillment of this prophecy, he left no doubt for his 
readers that Jesus was indeed the promised One.

Luke was the only other gospel writer who covered the birth of Jesus, and he was quite 
thorough. Luke described why Mary, a resident of Nazareth, ended up in Bethlehem when 
she was ready to give birth. Mary traveled with Joseph who had to return to his hometown 
of Bethlehem to register for the census. While in Bethlehem, Jesus was born. Mary 
wrapped her baby gently in cloths and laid Him in a manger bed. Shepherds in the field 
were visited by angels and went to see the baby who had been born. The shepherds left and 
told anyone they saw about the baby. Jesus’ birth was good news and the shepherds eagerly 
shared it. Celebrate this week as you share the good news of Jesus’ birth.

Session 4
Session 4: The Christmas Story
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4

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
Jesus’ birth was good news.

BIBLE STORY
A Special Baby’s Birth

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
God’s promises all came true in King Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Begin to understand that a Bible reference contains a book, 

chapter, and verse.
• Remember and say simple Bible words, phrases, and verses with 

Bible references.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Matthew 1 records an 
angel’s visit to Joseph. 
Joseph was engaged to Mary 
and had learned she was 
pregnant. Joseph wanted to 
respect Mary and planned to 
quietly divorce her.  

• The angel that visited Joseph 
sent a message of hope, 
telling Joseph that Mary’s 
baby was special and Joseph 
should go ahead and marry 
her. Joseph obeyed and was 
instructed to give the baby 
the name Jesus.    

• Joseph and Mary traveled 
to Bethlehem in accordance 
with a mandate from the 
government to be registered. 
While they were there, Mary 
gave birth to a son—Jesus.  

• Shepherds received the 
first announcement of 
Jesus’ birth when angels 
proclaimed His coming. 
The shepherds hurried to 
Bethlehem and celebrated 
Jesus’ birth.  

• Later, Joseph and Mary took 
Jesus to the temple and 
dedicated Him to the Lord. 
In the temple, Simeon and 
Anna praised God for Jesus. 

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Work Christmas 
card puzzles.

Tools: Bible, religious 
Christmas card 
fronts cut into 3-4 
pieces

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Record and 
listen to voices 
singing or saying 
the Bible verse.

Tools: Bible, recording 
device (digital 
recorder or smart 
phone)

▸▸ Draw with 
markers.

Tools: Bible, paper, 
washable markers
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BIBLE STORY

A SPECIAL BABY’S BIRTH
Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20

Joseph and Mary were going to be married.

One night when Joseph was sleeping, he had a dream. An angel told Joseph 
important news. It was about Mary.

“God wants Mary to be your wife, Joseph. Don’t be afraid. Mary will have 
a very special baby. When the baby is born, name Him Jesus. He will grow 
up to help people.”

When Joseph woke up, he did what God wanted him to do. He went to get 
Mary and take her to his home.

Soon Mary and Joseph had to go to Bethlehem to be counted. They walked 
and walked and walked until they reached the city. The inns (hotels) were 
full, though, and Mary and Joseph did not have a place to rest.

Joseph found them a stable where he and Mary could rest.

Soon Baby Jesus was born. Mary gently wrapped Jesus in soft cloths to 
keep Him warm and comfortable. Mary laid Jesus in a manger bed.

Angels said, “Glory to God, and peace on earth.”

Shepherds heard the angels. The angels said Jesus had been born.

The shepherds hurried to Bethlehem to see Jesus. They thanked God for the 
special baby. 

Mary, Joseph, and the shepherds were happy that Jesus was born.

TEXT TRUTH
Jesus’ birth was good news.

BIBLE VERSE 
Luke 2:11

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
Today in the city of David, a Savior was born for you. Luke 2:11

Paraphrase:
Jesus was born for you. Luke 2:11

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD: 

Bible Verse Markers

PACK ITEMS
  4  Story Picture: A Special 

Baby’s Birth
22 Movement Spinner
32 Book, Chapter, Verse

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Walk around the room and give boys and girls a few minutes to finish 

their activities and move to the Circle Time area.

• When everyone is ready, choose one child to spin the Movement Spinner 
(Pack). That child can choose a number and lead the group in doing the 
movement that number of times. 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Lead preschoolers to be seated. Comment: “You had fun moving your 

bodies. In our Bible story you will hear about some people who had to 
move to see something special.” 

• Open the Bible to Luke 2. Tell the Bible story in your own words. Show 
the Story Picture to the children.

• Ask simple questions to help the preschoolers recall the story. Help them 
remember that Mary and Joseph traveled to Bethlehem, Jesus was born 
and laid in a manger, and shepherds came to visit Jesus.

• State: “Jesus’ birth was good news for people. Who heard the good news 
about Jesus in our story?” Help the preschoolers name Joseph, Mary, the 
shepherds, and the people the shepherds talked to. 

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Open the Bible to today’s marked Bible verse. Read aloud the verse from 

the Bible. Lead the preschoolers to say the verse with you. Repeat it 
several times.

• Lay the Book, Chapter, Verse card (Pack) on the floor. Point to each word 
as you say it. Remind children that this information tells us where to find 
the verse in the Bible. Say the reference: “Luke 2:11, book, chapter, verse.” 

PRAY
• Invite any willing preschoolers to voice a prayer. 

• Close the prayer time by thanking God for sending Jesus.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
Jesus’ birth was good news.

BIBLE STORY
A Special Baby’s Birth
Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20

BIBLE VERSE
Luke 2:11

PACK ITEMS
  4  Story Picture: A Special 

Baby’s Birth
18 Christmas Puzzles
20 Book: God’s Plan

LEADER TIP!
Cut the Christmas Puzzles into 
4-8 pieces, depending on the 
ages and abilities of your class.

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

LACE AROUND PLATES

Tools: Bible, dinner-size paper 

plates, marker, hole punch, 

shoe strings or yarn, Christmas 

Puzzles (Pack)

• In the center of the plates, 

print the names Jesus, 

Mary, and Joseph, one 

name per plate. Punch 

holes around the outside 

of each plate about an inch 

apart and tie a shoestring 

in one hole.

• Invite children to lace 

plates or work a puzzle. 

Read the names to the 

children, associating them 

with Christmas. Say: “At 

Christmas we celebrate the 

good news of Jesus’ birth.”

• Talk about special things 

the child does with his 

family at Christmastime.

• Open the Bible to  
Luke 2:11 and read the 

Bible verse. Thank God for 

sending Jesus.

MAKE A CRAFT STICK 
PICTURE

Tools: Bible, thick paper, glue 
sticks, colored craft sticks, 
marker, Activity Page

• Invite a child to glue craft 
sticks onto paper to create 
a picture. Offer to write the 
Bible verse on the paper 
before the child begins 
gluing.

• Tell the Bible story while 
the child works. Suggest 
the child make something 
that looks like the stable 
where Jesus was born. 

• Point to the Bible verse and 
say: “This verse says that 
Jesus was born for you. 
This is good news.”

• Show the child the story 
picture on the Activity 
Page.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

PLAY BELLS & SING

Tools: Bible, Enhanced CD, 

chenille stems, jingle bells, other 

simple rhythm instruments, 

book about Jesus’ birth

• Invite a child to thread  

2 or 3 bells onto a chenille 

stem. Assist her in twisting 

the ends together to make 

a bracelet.

• Play a song about Jesus 

on the CD and encourage 

the child to shake the bells 

with the music. Other 

children may enjoy playing 

instruments as well.

• Open the Bible to  

Matthew 1 or Luke 2  

and tell the Bible story 

between songs. 

• Ask: “Do you like to sing 

songs about Christmas? 

We can celebrate Jesus’ 

birth with music.”

• Picture-read the book. 

Then pray, thanking God 

for sending Jesus.

BUILD A MANGER

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: A 
Special Baby’s Birth (Pack), 
wooden blocks, peg-type 
clothespins, fine-tip markers 
(Draw features on the 
clothespins to make faces.) 

• Point to the Story Picture 
and tell the Bible story as 
children show interest in 
the blocks and clothespins. 

• Say: “Jesus was born in a 
place with animals. Mary 
laid Jesus in a manger, a 
feeding box for animals. 
You can use the blocks to 
build a manger.”

• As children build, talk 
about the people who 
were at the manger: Mary, 
Joseph, and shepherds. 

• Tell children to use the 
clothespins as pretend 
people at the manger. 

• Read the Bible verse from 
the Bible. Lead children to 
repeat the verse with you.

CARE FOR DOLLS

Tools: Bible, Book: God’s Plan 
(Pack), baby dolls, blankets, 
baby-care items, rocking chair

• Place the book next to the 
rocking chair. Encourage a 
child to “read” the book to 
a baby doll.

• Talk about the Bible story 
as children care for babies. 
Say: “Mary and Joseph 
took care of Baby Jesus. 
Mary wrapped Jesus in 
soft cloths and laid Him in 
a manger bed filled with 
hay.” 

• Offer to read the book to 
children. Use the book to 
help children understand 
that Jesus was born, then 
grew into a man.

• Show the children Luke 2 
in the Bible. Say: “This is 
the Book of Luke. This is 
where we read about Jesus’ 
birth.” 

• Point to the words of verse 
11 as you say the Bible 
verse. Lead children to 
repeat the verse with you.
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
Jesus’ birth was good news.

BIBLE STORY
A Special Baby’s Birth
Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:1-20
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Luke 2:11

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

CREATE WITH PLAY DOUGH
Tools: Bible, Activity Page, fresh play dough, star-shape cookie cutters

• Give each child a hand-size amount of play dough and a cutter. 
Encourage preschoolers to roll, pound, flatten, and cut the dough to 
make stars. Relate the stars to Christmastime and the celebration of 
Jesus’ birth.

• Show preschoolers the picture on the Activity Page. Recall the Bible story. 

• Lead children to say the Bible verse. Thank God for sending Jesus.

SING AND PLAY A GAME
Tools: Bible

• Sit in a circle on the floor with the children. Say: “I am going to sing a 
song as we pass the Bible around the circle. When I stop, the person 
holding the Bible will tell something he remembers from the Bible story.”

• Begin passing the Bible as you sing the following words to the tune 
“Mary Had a Little Lamb”:  
God sent Jesus to be born, to be born, to be born.  
God sent Jesus to be born, born in Bethlehem.

• Give a child a hint or ask a question if she cannot think of anything 
about the story. Continue singing and passing the Bible.

• After a few turns, direct the child with the Bible to say the Bible verse. 

READ TO DOLLS
Tools: Bible, baby dolls, blankets, books about Jesus

• Wrap each doll in a blanket. Lay the dolls on the floor with the books.

• Invite a child to read to a doll. Remark: “Mary wrapped Jesus in soft 
cloths and laid Him in a manger filled with hay.” Lead the child to 
unwrap a doll, then swaddle it again as Mary might have done.

• Remind preschoolers that Jesus’ birth was good news. Say: “Mary heard 
good news, Joseph heard good news, shepherds heard good news.” 
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

SEQUENCE STORY STRIPS
Tools: Bible, strips of construction paper cut into various lengths, marker

• Print on each paper strip one fact from the Bible story. Print the facts 
on the strips so that when the papers are sequenced from shortest to 
longest, the story facts will be in order. 

• Invite children to work together to put the paper in shortest to longest 
order. After preschoolers have finished, read the statements to review the 
Bible story.

• Encourage the children to take turns retelling the Bible story. Say: “The 
Bible tells the good news that Jesus was born. We can thank God for 
sending Jesus.” 

• Say a brief prayer thanking God for Jesus.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Play a song from the Enhanced 

CD. Lead children to pretend to 
rock a baby. 

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Today you heard the Bible 

story about the birth of Jesus. 
Jesus’ birth was good news for 
people. Let’s remember what 
happened when Jesus was born.”

• Use the paper strips from the 
Exploration activity to review the 
story. Guide children to sequence 
the strips. Read each statement. 
Leave off a word and ask children 
to supply the missing word. 

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Open the Bible to Luke 2 and read 

aloud verse 11. Lead preschoolers 
to say the verse and reference 
with you. Ask for volunteers to say 
the verse by themselves. 

• Practice saying the reference. Lead 
the children to say, “Luke 2:11, 
book, chapter, verse,” clapping on 
each word.

PRAY
• Pray, thanking God for the special 

time we can celebrate Jesus’ birth. 

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Searching for Jesus
Matthew 2:1-12

Micah prophesied that the city of Bethlehem was the place where the Messiah would 
be born. In the opening sentence of Chapter 2, Matthew identifies Bethlehem as the 
birthplace of Jesus. 

Judea was ruled by Herod. Herod had been granted by the Roman senate the title “king 
of the Jews,” so when wise men came asking who it was that had been born king of the 
Jews, Herod’s paranoia set in. Herod had not been born with the title “king of the Jews,” 
and to think that now there was one born with this title, made him both curious and 
furious. Herod’s advisors knew Who the wise men had come to see and where to find Him.

Concerned only for himself, Herod’s new plan was to use the wise men to help him 
determine where the child was. Herod summoned the wise men to his chamber to ask 
when the star appeared. The timing of this event would have given Herod great insight into 
the approximate age of the child. Herod asked the wise men to return with news once they 
found the child so Herod could also worship Him. The wise men were unaware of Herod’s 
intent and left on their journey only to be warned in a dream later not to return to Herod.

When the wise men found the home where Mary, Joseph, and Jesus lived, they were 
overjoyed. The men brought with them gifts appropriate for royalty. Gold, a precious metal, 
would have been useful during the wise men’s travel. Both frankincense and myrrh were 
scents that were common currency for the day. It is likely the wise men used some of these 
as payment for their travels from afar, and Jesus’ family would need a form of currency 
soon when they would travel to Egypt to escape the wrath of Herod.

The wise men returned home without alerting Herod to Jesus’ whereabouts. And once 
again warned in a dream, Joseph took his family to Egypt. The worship of Jesus by the wise 
men serves as an example to us of the worship Jesus deserves. Jesus is worthy of worship. 
Encourage boys and girls to worship Jesus together and with their families at home.

Session 5
Session 5: Searching for Jesus
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5

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
People knew Jesus was special.

BIBLE STORY
Matthew 2:1-12

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 2:2

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
God’s promises all came true in King Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Begin to recognize names of books in the Bible. 
• Know Genesis is the first book of the Bible, Matthew is the first 

book of the New Testament, and Psalms is in the middle of the 
Bible. 

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Matthew 2 gives details of a 
visit from men who traveled 
from the east to see Jesus. 
The men had seen a new 
star appear and knew that 
it meant a special birth had 
occurred. The men went to 
find the one who had been 
born “King of the Jews.”

• The wise men stopped in 
Jerusalem to inquire of the 
whereabouts of this new 
baby. When Herod heard the 
news, he was not pleased 
and tried to trick the wise 
men into telling him the 
location of the newborn king.     

• The wise men were faithful 
and obedient to find the 
child. They also were 
obedient to a heavenly 
message that told them not 
to return to Herod.   

• Paul returned to visit the 
churches in which he had 
previously ministered. Then, 
Paul began a second journey 
to new churches, taking 
along another faithful leader, 
Silas. (See Acts 15:36-41.)

• Paul and Silas, like the 
wise men, were faithful 
to complete God’s call by 
spreading the message of 
Jesus.   

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Sort gift bows by 
color and size.

Tools: Bible, assorted 
sizes and colors of gift 
bows

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Build 
with plastic 
interlocking 
bricks.

Tools: Bible, plastic 
interlocking bricks

▸▸ Make a 
Christmas card.

Tools: Bible, thick 
white paper folded 
into cards, Christmas 
stamps, stamp pads, 
markers
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BIBLE STORY

SEARCHING FOR JESUS
Matthew 2:1-12

When Jesus was born, some wise men were looking in the sky. They saw a 
star brighter than any star they had ever seen. The wise men knew the star 
meant that someone important had been born. The wise men believed this 
person was Jesus.

The wise men wanted to see the special child. They packed up what they 
needed and began a long journey. The wise men looked in the sky each night 
to see the bright star. The men knew the star shone over the place where 
they would find the child.

The wise men reached the city of Jerusalem. They asked people if they knew 
how to find the child. The people thought the king might know about Jesus.

The king did not know about Jesus, though. He asked his helpers. His 
helpers said that someone long ago had told that the special child (God’s 
Son) would be born in Bethlehem. 

The king said to the wise men, “Go to Bethlehem to find the child.”

The wise men traveled to Bethlehem. They saw the bright star over a house. 
The wise men went into the house. They saw Mary and Joseph and the boy 
Jesus. The wise men fell to their knees. They worshiped Jesus.

The wise men took gifts for Jesus. They gave Him presents of gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh. The wise men knew Jesus was special. They 
thanked God for Jesus.

TEXT TRUTH
People knew Jesus was 
special.

BIBLE VERSE 
Matthew 2:2

LEADER TIP! 
Learn the story so you can tell 
it in your own words. Hold the 
Bible open to the reference 
as you talk. Make eye contact 
with the preschoolers to 
engage them in the Bible story.

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
For we saw his star and have come to worship him. Matthew 2:2

Paraphrase:
We saw His star and have come to worship Him. Matthew 2:2

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD: 

Bible Verse Markers

PACK ITEMS
1–4 Story Pictures
  5  Story Picture: Searching for 

Jesus
30 Bible Book Names
31 Testament Signs

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Give preschoolers a five-minute warning to finish activities and move to 

the Circle Time area.

• When all the children are seated, play a song about Jesus from the 
Enhanced CD. Encourage the children to march in place to the music. 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “We marched to a song about Jesus. You were good listeners. Today 

you will hear another story about Jesus. You will hear about some special 
visitors who found Jesus.”

• Open your Bible to Matthew 2. Tell the Bible story in your own words. 
Show children the Story Picture.

• Ask questions to help preschoolers remember the Bible story. Ask: “What 
did the men see in the sky that led them to Jesus? Who told the men to 
go to Bethlehem? What gifts did the men take to Jesus?” 

• Remind preschoolers that the wise men knew Jesus was special. Jesus is 
God’s Son.

• Use the Story Pictures from previous sessions to talk about ways Jesus is 
special. (He is God’s Son. He taught people about God. He chose 12 men 
to help Him. He was born in Bethlehem.)

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Hold up the Matthew card (Pack) and tell preschoolers that our Bible 

story is in this book of the Bible. Then show the New Testament Sign 
(Pack). 

• Comment: “Matthew is the first book of the New Testament. The New 
Testament is in the back of the Bible. Matthew tells what happened after 
Jesus was born.”

• Give each preschooler a turn to open the Bible to the marked Bible verse 
and lead the other children in saying the verse together. 

PRAY
• Thank God for sending Jesus.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
People knew Jesus was 
special.

BIBLE STORY
Searching for Jesus
Matthew 2:1-12

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 2:2

PACK ITEMS
  5  Story Picture: Searching for 

Jesus
18 Christmas Puzzles 
20 Book: God’s Plan

LEADER TIP!
Tell preschoolers you will print 
the dress-up pictures for them 
to have next week. Or send a 
picture as a postcard to each 
child during the next week.

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

DRESS UP & POSE 
FOR PICTURES

Tools: Bible, Book: God’s Plan 

(Pack), Bible times dress-up 

clothes, digital camera or smart 

phone

• Invite children to dress up 

in the Bible times clothes 

and pose for a picture. 

• Open the Bible to  
Matthew 2 and tell the 

Bible story as preschoolers 

dress up. Ask: “Do you 

think Mary and Joseph 

wore these kinds of clothes 

when the wise men found 

Jesus?” 

• Invite preschoolers to 

pose for several pictures. 

Show the pictures to the 

preschoolers on your 

camera or phone. 

• Read the Book: God’s Plan 

to preschoolers waiting for 

a turn to dress up. Thank 

God for His perfect plan to 

send Jesus.

PACK FOR A TRIP

Tools: Bible, small suitcase or 
backpack, dress-up clothes, 
hairbrush, toothbrush holder; 
Option: four chairs, paper plate 
cut to look like a steering wheel

• As preschoolers pack 
items for a trip or pretend 
to drive in the “car,” talk 
about trips you have 
taken. Ask about trips the 
children have taken. 

• Relate the children’s play 
to the journey the wise 
men made to find Jesus 
and worship Him.

• Open the Bible to  
Matthew 2. Remark: 
“Here we read about the 
trip the wise men made. 
They traveled many days 
to search for the special 
baby.” 
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

MAKE STAR PRINTS

Tools: Bible, Activity Pages, 

star-shaped cookie cutters, 

shallow pans, paper towels, 

washable paint, paper, marker, 

painting smocks 

• Fold a damp paper towel 

in each pan. Pour paint 

over the towel to make a 

stamping surface. Print the 

Bible verse at the top of a 

paper for each child.

• Assist each child in 

completing an Activity 

Page before she paints. 

• Show children how to 

press a cookie cutter into 

the paint then onto their 

papers. Say: “You made 

star prints. The wise men 

followed a bright star to 

find Jesus.”

• Point to the words on the 

Activity Page and say the 

Bible verse. Lead each child 

to say the verse with you. 

MOVE CAMELS IN SAND

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 
Searching for Jesus (Pack), 
shallow container with clean 
play sand, drop cloth, toy camel 
or horse figures

• Dampen the sand. Place 
the sand container on the 
floor on the drop cloth. 

• Invite children to play with 
the figures in the sand. 
Remind children to keep 
the sand in the container. 
Tell the Bible story as the 
children play.

• Point to the Story Picture. 
Comment: “The wise men 
traveled many miles to find 
Jesus. They probably rode 
on camels from where they 
lived.” Continue the story.

• Open the Bible and read 
aloud the Bible verse. 
Remind boys and girls that 
the wise men knew that 
Jesus was special.

SEARCH FOR STARS

Tools: Bible, large star cutouts, 
sentence strip (or long narrow 
paper strip), marker, tape, 
Christmas Puzzles (Pack)

• Print the words of the Bible 
verse onto the star shapes, 
one word per star. Print 
the Bible verse onto the 
sentence strip. Tape the 
stars around the room for 
preschoolers to find. 

• Invite boys and girls to 
look around the room to 
find stars and match the 
words to the ones on the 
sentence strip. Lead the 
preschoolers in saying the 
verse together.

• Open the Bible and show 
children where the verse 
is found in Matthew 2:2. 
Remind preschoolers that 
the Book of Matthew is in 
the New Testament.

• As a child puts together a 
Christmas puzzle, tell how 
the wise men searched for 
and found Jesus.
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
People knew Jesus was 
special.

BIBLE STORY
Searching for Jesus
Matthew 2:1-12
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Matthew 2:2

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

WORK JESUS PUZZLES
Tools: Bible, puzzles Jesus’ Birth (LifeWay, 001276461) and The Nativity 
Floor Puzzle (LifeWay, 005160680), Book: God’s Plan (Pack Item 20)

• Recall the story of Jesus’ birth, then comment: “The wise men saw a 
bright star in the sky. They knew that someone special had been born. 
The wise men traveled far to find the special child.”

• Picture read the book to children. Talk about the special things Jesus did. 
Say a prayer thanking God for sending Jesus.

MAKE WORDS WITH PLAY DOUGH
Tools: Bible, fresh play dough, play dough tools, paper, marker

• Print the name JESUS in large letters in the center of two pieces of paper. 
Put the tools with the play dough.

• Give each child a lump of play dough. Show the children how to make 
ropes with the dough, then use the ropes to spell the word shown on the 
paper. Preschoolers can lay the ropes on top of the letters on a paper or 
lay them on the table.

• Tell the Bible story as preschoolers use the play dough. Say: “The wise 
men knew that Jesus was special. They hurried to find Him and worship 
Him.” 

• Open the Bible to Matthew 2:2 and read aloud the Bible verse. Comment: 
“We can worship Jesus as the wise men did. Let’s thank God for Jesus.” 
Say a brief prayer, thanking God for Jesus.

PLAY OUT THE BIBLE STORY
Tools: Bible, Bible times clothing and other simple props related to the Bible story

• Invite several children to role play the Bible story. Let each preschooler 
choose a part to play, and assign props as appropriate. 

• Open the Bible to Matthew 2 and review the Bible story with the 
children. Then narrate the story as the preschoolers play out the events. 
Encourage children to change roles and play out the story again.
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

• Lead the children to say the Bible verse together. Thank God for sending 
Jesus.

MAKE A GIFT WRAP COLLAGE
Tools: Bible, scrap pieces of Christmas paper (no cartoon designs), construction 
paper, glue sticks or tape, Activity Page

• Invite boys and girls to create colorful collages using the paper scraps. 
Lead to conversation about reasons people give presents to others. Relate 
this to the wise men taking gifts to Jesus.

• Open the Bible to Matthew 2:2 and read aloud the Bible verse. Say: “The 
wise men worshiped Jesus. We worship, too, by thanking God for Jesus.”

• Tell the Bible story as children work. Show them the Activity Page. 
Remind preschoolers that people knew Jesus was special.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Play the Enhanced CD and march 

around the room to the Circle 
Time area. 

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “We traveled around the 

room. In today’s Bible story we 
heard about some men who 
traveled a long distance to find 
Jesus. Let’s talk about some of the 
things we learned about Jesus.”

• Review the Bible story with the 
preschoolers. Talk about the 
joy and wonder of Jesus’ birth 
and His coming to earth to help 
people. 

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Distribute Bibles to pairs of 

preschoolers. Ask a teacher to 
assist pairs in finding the Book of 
Matthew. 

• Say: “Matthew is the first book 
of the New Testament. Matthew 
wrote about Jesus.”

• Lead children in saying today’s 
Bible verse together. 

PRAY
• Encourage willing children to 

voice a prayer.

• Close the prayer time by thanking 
God for sending Jesus.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Letters About Jesus
1 & 2 Peter

Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ, wrote a letter to the Christians who had been scattered 
among several areas of Asia Minor. The theme of Peter’s letter to these Christians is a 
message of hope. Who better to write a letter of hope in the face of persecution than Peter? 
Peter, on many occasions, had been arrested and persecuted for his message, so sharing a 
message of hope was something he could do from personal experience.

The letter of 1 Peter is addressed to those who had been scattered due to serious 
Christian persecution in Jerusalem. These churches would have been made up of both 
Jewish and Gentile (non-Jewish) Christians, so the message Peter shared is one of hope 
and encouragement for everyone. The believers’ escape from persecution in Jerusalem did 
not mean they had escaped persecution forever. Christians in Asia Minor were still being 
persecuted for their faith, but not at the extent those in Jerusalem were experiencing.

Peter opened his letter by encouraging the church to recall with joy that temporary 
suffering may come, but God, through His great mercy, provided Jesus. Jesus, through 
His death and resurrection, provided a new birth into what Peter termed a living hope. 
Believers can endure temporary trials because they know that they have a hope that is 
living and vibrant for a future that is sealed by faith in God.

Because of God’s great grace of sending Christ, the main body of Peter’s letter is a call 
to holiness. Peter encouraged the believers to live lives that would identify them as a set 
apart people, living differently from those around them. Peter listed a holy life as one being 
free from malice, deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and slander. The life of the believer should be one 
that shows sincere love for others, obeys the truth, and submits to human authority.

Rejoice together that we can share in the same hope Peter preached. When we endure 
trials in life, we can hold on to the hope that earthly trials will one day cease and we will be 
with God forever.

Session 6
Session 6: Letters About Jesus
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6

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
Peter taught people about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
1 & 2 Peter

BIBLE VERSE
1 Peter 1:22b

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
The Book of 1 Peter encourages believers to live godly lives and hope 
in Jesus’ return. The Book of 2 Peter assures us that Jesus, God’s 
Son, will return. God will provide for our needs. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Remember the names of familiar Bible people.
•  Begin to recognize names of books in the Bible. Open the Bible to 

a Bible marker.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Peter was one of Jesus’ 
closest disciples. Peter spent 
more time with Jesus than 
many of the other disciples 
did, so when it came to 
sharing Jesus’ message, 
Peter was uniquely qualified. 
Peter wrote two letters that 
are included in the Bible. 

• The Book of 1 Peter was 
written to churches in Asia 
that had been started after 
persecution from Rome. 
Peter told the believers 
that they had a living hope 
through Jesus Christ.

• Peter encouraged the 
believers to be examples to 
others of godly living. 

• The lives of Paul and his 
traveling companion, Silas, 
exemplified Christ. Paul 
and Silas had experienced 
persecution and were in 
prison for preaching about 
Jesus (Acts 16:23-24). 

• While imprisoned, an 
earthquake came and broke 
open the jail cells. Paul 
and Silas did not leave, 
but preached the message 
of Jesus to the jailer and 
his family. Everyone in the 
jailer’s house became a 
believer that day.

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Spell words 
using magnetic 
letters.

Tools: Bible, magnetic 
letters, words (Jesus, 
Peter, love) printed 
on index cards, 
cookie sheet or other 
magnetic surface

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Draw with 
crayons.

Tools: Bible, paper, 
crayons

▸▸ Work Jesus 
puzzles.

Tools: Bible, Life of 
Jesus Wooden Box 
Puzzle (LifeWay, 
001051003), Going 
to Church (LifeWay, 
005159906)
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BIBLE STORY

PETER’S LETTERS
1 & 2 Peter

Peter had been a fisherman. But one day that changed. Jesus asked Peter 
to become one of His disciples. And that’s when Peter began to learn from 
Jesus and see Him heal people and teach them about God. Peter heard 
Jesus tell people He loved them.

Peter loved Jesus and knew Jesus was God’s Son. After Jesus went back 
to heaven, Peter became a preacher. Jesus had told Peter and the other 
disciples to go to cities, towns, and villages everywhere to tell about Him; 
and that is what Peter did.

Peter wanted people to know about Jesus. He wanted people to remember 
Jesus and the things He said to do. Peter wanted people who loved Jesus to 
be happy and look forward to being with Jesus forever.

So Peter wrote letters to people in different churches. Peter wrote: “Thank 
God for sending Jesus. Show your love for Jesus. Love one another; do not 
be angry toward one another. Live good lives so that people who see you will 
know you love God and do what He says. You love Jesus, so be happy and 
joyful, even when other people want to hurt you.”

Peter wrote letters to help church leaders, families, and even children. He 
said, “Remember the things you have been taught. Learn more about Jesus. 
God will make you strong.”

TEXT TRUTH
Peter taught people about 
Jesus.

BIBLE VERSE 
1 Peter 1:22b

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
From a pure heart love one another. 1 Peter 1:22b

Paraphrase:
Love one another. 1 Peter 1:22b

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bibles
• Enhanced CD
• Activity Pages
• pencils

PACK ITEMS
 6  Story Picture: Peter’s 

Letters
22 Movement Spinner
30 Bible Book Names
31 Testament Signs

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Give a five-minute warning so preschoolers can finish their activities. 

Encourage the children to join you in the Circle Time area.

• When the children are seated, choose a preschooler to spin the 
Movement Spinner (Pack) and lead the group in doing the action. Give 
several preschoolers turns to lead the group. 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Direct preschoolers to be seated. Comment: “You listened and followed 

the actions. Today we will hear a story about someone you have heard 
about before. Listen to hear who the man is and what he did.”

• Open your Bible to 1 Peter and tell the Bible story in your own words. 
Show the Story Picture (Pack) to the children. Ask: “What was the name 
of the man who wrote a letter about Jesus?”

• Continue reviewing the Bible story by helping the children remember 
some of the things Peter told the people in his letters. Give each child 
an Activity Page and a pencil. Ask teachers to assist preschoolers in 
completing the activity. 

• Thank God for people who teach others about Jesus.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Distribute Bibles to preschoolers. (If preschoolers brought Bibles, direct 

them to get their Bibles at this time.) 

• Show the New Testament Sign (Pack), then show the 1 Peter and 2 Peter 
cards (Pack). Ask teachers to assist preschoolers in finding the Books of 
1 and 2 Peter in the Bible. Remind boys and girls that these books are in 
the New Testament.

PRAY
• Ask for volunteers to voice a prayer. (Do not force a preschooler to pray. 

Over time, most children will want to pray.)

• Close the prayer time by thanking God for sending people to teach about 
Jesus.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
Peter taught people about 
Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Peter’s Letters
1 & 2 Peter

BIBLE VERSE
1 Peter 1:22b

PACK ITEMS
  6  Story Picture: Peter’s 

Letters
21 Book: God Loves Us
30 Bible Book Names

LEADER TIP!
Use your computer to 
make a variety of letters for 
preschoolers to glue. Use 
primarily uppercase letters. 
Use different fonts and colors. 
Print several pages and cut 
around the letters.

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

MAKE A LETTER 
COLLAGE

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 

Peter’s Letters (Pack), paper, 

glue sticks, letters printed on 

paper and cut apart 

• Invite preschoolers to 

make a collage of assorted 

alphabet letters.

• Tell the Bible story as 

children work. Say: “Peter 

wrote two letters to people 

who loved Jesus. He helped 

the people remember how 

Jesus wanted them to live.”

• Comment on the alphabet 

letters. Remark that 

individual letters are put 

together to form words. 

• Point to the Story Picture 

and identify Peter. Say: 

“Peter wrote words to 

churches to help them 

know about Jesus.”

• Help a child locate the 

Books of 1 & 2 Peter.

BUILD WITH ALPHABET 
BLOCKS

Tools: Bible, Bible Book Names 
(Pack), alphabet blocks, 
wooden blocks

• Lay the 1 Peter and 2 Peter 
cards with the blocks. 
Invite boys and girls to 
build with the blocks.

• Point to the cards and read 
them. Comment that these 
are the names of books in 
the Bible. The books were 
letters written by Peter, 
one of Jesus’ helpers. 

• Ask: “Can you find a letter 
P? Peter’s name starts with 
P.” Guide an interested 
child to find blocks to 
match the letters in the 
name Peter. 

• Tell the Bible story as 
preschoolers play. 
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

READ & MATCH 

Tools: Bible, Book: God Loves 

Us (Pack), 4 long strips of 

paper, marker, scissors, 2 paper 

bags

• Print the Bible verse onto 

two strips. Print the Text 

Truth onto the remaining 

strips. 

• Cut apart the words and 

reference of one of the 

Bible verse strips. Put the 

pieces in one bag. Cut apart 

the words of one Text 

Truth strip and put those 

pieces in the other bag. 

• Invite a child to take a 

piece from a bag and match 

it to the correct strip. (You 

may have to assist younger 

preschoolers who are 

not readers yet.) When a 

statement is complete, read 

it to the children. 

• Offer to read the book to a 

child waiting for a turn to 

match words. 

WRITE ON GEL BAGS

Tools: Bible, ziplock freezer 
bags, colored hair gel, index 
cards, pen

• Print several words from 
the Bible story, such as love, 
Jesus, and Peter onto index 
cards, one word per card.

• Fill several bags half-full 
of hair gel. Press out all the 
air and seal the bags.

• Invite a child to print 
words using his fingers on 
a gel bag. An older child 
may want to copy the 
words written on the cards. 
Others may enjoy making 
shapes or letters. 

• Tell the Bible story as the 
children “write.” Say: “Peter 
wrote letters to tell people 
in churches to keep on 
following Jesus. Peter’s 
letters are in the Bible.”

• Show the child  
1 Peter 1:22b. Read the 
verse and say it together.

DELIVER MAIL

Tools: Bible, old junk mail, 
purse (for a mail satchel), 
several shoe boxes made into 
mail boxes, paper, envelopes, 
crayons, markers

• Set up a post office in one 
area. Place the mail boxes 
around the room.

• Invite children to pretend 
to deliver mail. Tell 
preschoolers they can use 
the paper and envelopes 
to write letters to add to 
the mail. Encourage the 
children to take turns 
delivering and receiving 
mail.

• Tell the Bible story as 
children play. Remark that 
Peter wrote two letters to 
people who loved Jesus. 
Someone had to carry or 
deliver the letters to the 
people.

• Open the Bible to 1 Peter 1 
and read verse 22. 
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
Peter taught people about 
Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Peter’s Letters
1 & 2 Peter
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
1 Peter 1:22b

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

HOP & SAY
Tools: Bible, 4 sheets of paper, marker, tape, Story Picture: Peter’s Letters (Pack 
Item 6)

• On each paper print one word of the Bible verse paraphrase. Write the 
Scripture reference on a paper. Arrange the papers on the floor in a line, 
about a foot apart. Lay the Story Picture at the end. 

• Invite a child to hop on the papers. As she hops, say the words. When the 
child reaches the end, ask her to pick up the Story Picture and point to 
Peter.

• Say: “Peter wrote these words in his letter. Peter reminded people to love 
one another.” Lead the child to say the Bible verse one or two times.

• Direct the child to return the picture to its spot and give a friend a turn 
to hop and say the verse.

WRITE OR DRAW ON A SCROLL
Tools: Bible, 6-by-12-inch strips of paper, unsharpened pencils or narrow craft 
sticks, tape, markers

• Make several scrolls by taping a pencil to each end of the paper strip. 
Invite boys and girls to write or draw on a scroll.

• Tell the Bible story as the children work. Remark: “Peter wrote his letters 
on a scroll. When he was finished, he rolled it up.”

• Offer to help a preschooler write the Bible verse on her scroll. Or write 
the verse for the child.

• Open the Bible and show the Books of 1 and 2 Peter to the children. Say: 
“These are the letters Peter wrote. They are in the Bible.”

BUILD A TOWN
Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, toy people figures, Activity Page

• Invite boys and girls to build a town using the blocks. As they move the 
people figures, say: “Peter wrote letters to church people in different 
towns. The letters reminded people what Jesus wanted them to do.” 
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

• Point to the picture on the Activity Page as you recall the Bible story. 

• Open the Bible to 1 Peter 1:22b and read aloud the Bible verse. Lead the 
children to say the verse with you.

COOK A MEAL
Tools: Bible, toy pots and pans, dishes, kitchen center, toy food

• Invite the preschoolers to cook a pretend meal. Thank them for working 
together and showing love to one another.

• Tell the Bible story as the children play. Say: “Peter wrote a letter. He told 
people to love one another. Cooking for people is a way to show love.”

• Sing the following words to the tune “Jesus Loves Me” (chorus):  
Love one another, love one another. Love one another, the Bible tells us this.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• In the circle, call out names of two 

children to change chairs. Give 
everyone a turn to move. 

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “You were listening for your 

names during the game. Today 
you heard a story about a man 
who wrote letters. The people 
listened to what Peter wrote.”

• Help preschoolers review the Bible 
story. Make statements, leaving 
off the last word for preschoolers 
to supply. Use statements such as 
“The man who wrote letters was 
named ____ . He taught people 

about _____ . Peter’s letters are in 
the ______ .”

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Ask: “Which part of the Bible tells 

about Jesus, the Old Testament or 
New Testament?” 

• After children answer, give each 
child a turn to open a Bible to 
the Bible verse, 1 Peter 1:22b. 
Whisper the verse to the child 
and ask him to say it to the group. 

PRAY
• Thank God for the Bible, the most 

important book about Jesus. 

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

God’s Care
Acts 12:3-17

Peter and the other apostles had been traveling the countryside preaching about Jesus. 
When Paul became a follower of Christ, his persecution of Christians obviously stopped, 
so Herod, as king, seized the opportunity to take up the persecution himself. The first 
few verses of Acts 12 tell that Herod had already put James, the brother of John, to death 
and had arrested Peter in order to kill him as well. The timing of these events tells that 
Jerusalem would have been filled with Jewish worshipers as Herod took these actions. 

After Peter was arrested, Herod went to great lengths to make sure Peter wasn’t going 
anywhere. Herod stationed four guards to secure Peter—two were chained to him, and 
two stood watch outside the prison doors. It seems excessive, but Herod really did not want 
Peter to escape. Later when Peter wrote his first letter, he reminded the Christians to whom 
he was writing that Christians will suffer persecution because of Christ, but they should 
remain strong remembering that Christ also suffered and died for them. Perhaps this night 
was one Peter was remembering as he wrote his encouraging words to Christians. 

We know Peter was content with his circumstances because Luke recorded the fact 
that Peter was sleeping. Peter wasn’t worried about what could happen to him—he slept 
between the guards. He was full of faith, awaiting God’s plan. The church, likewise, 
was gathered together, praying for God’s intervention. As the church prayed, an angel 
woke Peter and led him from the prison all the way into the street. Peter, believing he 
was dreaming, finally came to his senses and went to the home of John Mark where he 
knew the church would be gathered. Peter had confidence in God to save him, and he had 
confidence that the church was gathered to pray for him. 

Peter suffered because of his faith in Christ and the message he preached about Jesus. 
Through all of his persecution, Peter always knew that God would be there to help him. As 
you have struggling days, rely on God to help, knowing He has already suffered for you.

Session 7
Session 7: God’s Care
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7

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
God will take care of us.

BIBLE STORY
Acts 12:3-17

BIBLE VERSE
1 Peter 5:7

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
The Book of 1 Peter encourages believers to live godly lives and hope 
in Jesus’ return. 

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—the Old Testament 

and the New Testament.
• Begin to recognize names of books in the Bible.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Peter finished his first letter 
by encouraging Christians 
to be prepared at all times 
to share the message of 
Jesus with anyone who 
asked. Peter continued his 
explanation of what a life 
lived for Christ looked like 
and encouraged believers 
to live in such a way that 
people would notice a 
difference.

• Peter also encouraged 
believers to live with hope 
that Jesus Christ would one 
day return. This hope would 
guide their desire to share 
with others. 

• Paul was one who lived a life 
of hope, looking forward to 
the eventual return of Christ. 
In one of Paul’s travels, he 
stopped in Athens and saw a 
statue built to an unnamed 
god (Acts 17:22-23).

• Paul talked with the people 
of Athens and introduced to 
them the God they did not 
know. Paul preached boldly 
the message of the gospel. In 
response, many in the crowd 
asked to hear from Paul 
again about these things. 
Others chose not to listen. 
Paul faithfully shared his 
hope in Christ. 

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Draw a mural 
showing things 
God gives people 
(food, homes, 
family, animals, 
clothes, so on).

Tools: Bible, long 
pieces of art paper, 
tape, markers and 
crayons

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Identify items in 
a covered box.

Tools: Bible; large 
cylindrical box 
covered with large 
white sock; items 
such as small toy 
house figure, people 
figure, toy food, other 
items God provides

▸▸ Dot paint on the 
letter P.

Tools: Bible, paper 
with a large letter P 
printed in the center, 
marker, dot painters
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BIBLE STORY

PETER’S RESCUE
Acts 12:3-17

Peter went to many towns to tell people about Jesus. This made the leaders 
of the towns angry.

A town leader told his helpers to find Peter. The leader told the helpers to 
keep Peter away from the people.

The men found Peter and put him in jail.

But then God sent an angel to help Peter. The angel said, “Quick! Get up! 
Get dressed and put on your sandals. Now follow me.”

So Peter followed the angel outside. Then the angel left.

Peter thought about what had happened. Then he said, “Now I know God 
sent His angel to help me!”

Peter hurried to his friend Mary’s house.

Many people were gathered at Mary’s house. They were sad. They had 
heard about Peter being in trouble and they had been praying for him.

Peter knocked on the door. A girl named Rhoda shouted, “Peter is at the 
door!”

What a surprise! Peter told the people how God had helped him escape. 
“Tell this news to James and other friends and helpers in the church,” Peter 
said.

Peter’s friends were excited. They were so glad to see their friend Peter. And 
Peter was glad his friends asked God to help.

TEXT TRUTH
God will take care of us.

BIBLE VERSE 
1 Peter 5:7

LEADER TIP! 
Sessions 7, 8, and 9 use 
narrative passages (Bible 
stories) to help boys and girls 
connect to the themes in  
1 & 2 Peter and Jude.

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
[God] cares about you. 1 Peter 5:7

Paraphrase:
God cares about you. 1 Peter 5:7

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD

PACK ITEMS
  7  Story Picture: Peter’s 

Rescue
21 Book: God Loves Us
31  Testament Signs

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Tell preschoolers to finish their activities and get ready for Circle Time. 

• When all the children have gathered, play a song on the Enhanced CD 
and lead children to clap with the song.

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “We just heard a song about Jesus. Who remembers the name of 

Jesus’ helper who wrote two letters?” After someone answers, comment 
that today preschoolers will hear another story about Peter.

• Open your Bible to Acts 12 and tell the Bible story in your own words. 
Show the Story Picture to preschoolers. Talk about what part of the story 
is depicted in the picture.

• Comment that God cared for Peter by helping him out of his trouble. Ask 
preschoolers to name some ways that God cares for them. Be prepared to 
make suggestions. 

• Read the Book: God Loves Us (Pack) to the children. Thank God for His 
love and care.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Show the New Testament Sign (Pack). Comment: “Our Bible story today 

is from the Book of Acts. This book is in the New Testament.” Open your 
Bible to the page labeled “New Testament” and show it to the children.

• Ask: “What are the names of the letters written by Peter?” (1 Peter and  
2 Peter) “What is a Bible book that tells about Jesus?” (Matthew) 

• Open the Bible to 1 Peter 5:7 and read aloud the verse. Lead the children 
to repeat the verse using different voices—quiet, loud, low, and high.

PRAY
• Lead the group in thanking God for His love and care. 

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
God will take care of us.

BIBLE STORY
Peter’s Rescue
Acts 12:3-17

BIBLE VERSE
1 Peter 5:7

PACK ITEMS
  7  Story Picture: Peter’s 

Rescue
19 Puzzles: Learning at Church
21 Book: God Loves Us
27  God Loves Us Picture 

Bingo 
28 Picture Bingo Cards

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

MATCH LOCKS AND 
KEYS

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 

Peter’s Rescue (Pack), several 

locks with keys, Puzzles: 

Learning at Church (Pack)

• Invite a child to match 

locks and keys. Tell the 

Bible story as the child 

tests keys in the locks.

• Comment that Peter was 

locked up in chains, but 

God sent an angel to help 

Peter.

• Point to the Story Picture 

as you tell the Bible story. 

Remind the child that 

many of Peter’s friends 

prayed for God to help him.

• Offer the puzzles to a child 

waiting for a turn with 

the locks. Open the Bible 

to 1 Peter 5:7 and read 

aloud the Bible verse. Help 

preschoolers name ways 

God cares for them.

PLAY OUT BEDTIME 
AND BREAKFAST

Tools: Bible, children’s robes, 
sleeping bag or blanket, toy 
dishes, breakfast food boxes, 
Book: God Loves Us (Pack)

• Invite children to play out 
bedtime routines such as 
brushing their teeth and 
saying prayers. Say: “Peter’s 
friends prayed for him. 
Peter ran to his friend’s 
house in the nighttime.”

• Tell the Bible story as the 
children play. Talk about 
ways God cares for the 
children. Offer to read the 
book to the children as a 
bedtime story. 

• Open the Bible to  
1 Peter 5:7 and point to  
the Bible verse. Say the 
verse with the children.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

PLAY A BINGO GAME

Tools: Bible, God Loves Us 

Picture Bingo and Picture 

Bingo Cards (Pack),  small bag, 

small paper squares for game 

markers, Activity Page

• Put the cards in the bag. 

Invite a few children to 

play the game. Children 

can take turns getting 

cards from the bag. 

• Discuss each pictured 

item. Say: “The Bible tells 

us, ‘God cares about you.’ 

God shows His care by 

providing what we need.”

• Tell the Bible story after 

the children play the game. 

Remark: “God rescued 

Peter from his trouble. God 

took care of Peter and God 

takes care of us.” 

• Open the Bible to Acts 12 

and point to Peter’s name 

in the Bible.

• Help a child do the activity 

on the Activity Page.

BUILD A BLOCK MAZE

Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, 
plastic or wooden figure of man

• Encourage preschoolers 
to work together to build 
a maze using the blocks. 
After the maze is finished, 
tell the children to take 
turns moving the toy 
figure through the maze. 

• Say: “God sent an angel to 
lead Peter through the city. 
Peter’s friends prayed for 
God to help him, and God 
did!” Continue telling the 
Bible story. 

• Talk about ways God cares 
for us. Ask children to 
name some things God 
provides for them, such as 
food, family, home, church, 
the Bible, and Jesus. 

• Open the Bible to  
1 Peter 5:7. Read the verse. 
Say: “We can thank God for 
His love and care.” 

• Say a brief prayer.

MATCH THE BIBLE 
VERSE

Tools: Bible, poster board, 
marker, colored index cards

• Print the Bible verse and 
reference on the poster 
board. Print individual 
words on index cards, one 
word per card. (Write the 
reference on a card.) Make 
two or three sets of cards 
in different colors. Hide the 
cards around the room.

• Invite children to find one 
set of cards in the room. 
When all the cards are 
found, help children match 
the cards to the words on 
the poster. 

• Open the Bible to  
1 Peter 5:7 and read the 
verse. Say: “You found all 
the words to the verse. 
Let’s say it together.”

• Tell the Bible story. 
Comment that God cared 
for Peter and sent an angel 
to rescue him. 

• Help a child locate  
1 Peter 3, then Acts 12.
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
God will take care of us.

BIBLE STORY
Peter’s Rescue
Acts 12:3-17
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
1 Peter 5:7

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

DESIGN A BIBLE MARKER
Tools: Bible, 3-by-9-inch paper strips, markers or crayons, simple stickers

• Print the Bible verse onto a paper strip for each child. 

• Tell the Bible story as children decorate their markers. Say: “This verse 
says, ‘God cares about you.’ You can put your marker in a Bible to help 
you remember that God loves and takes care of you.”

• Open the Bible to Acts 12 and show preschoolers Peter’s name. Tell 
children this is where we read the story about Peter’s rescue. Say: “This 
story is in the Book of Acts.”

WORK PEOPLE PUZZLES
Tools: Bible, 2-3 puzzles featuring people, Story Picture: Peter’s Rescue (Pack  
Item 7), handled gift bag

• Put the puzzle frames on a table or the floor and put the pieces for all in 
the bag. Invite a couple of preschoolers to work the puzzles. Explain that 
children must get a piece from the bag and decide in which frame it fits. 
Give clues and hints as necessary.

• Tell the Bible story as children work the puzzles. Say: “God loved Peter 
and sent an angel to rescue him. God loves you and cares about you.” 

• Show the Story Picture and help preschoolers review the Bible story.

BUILD A HOUSE
Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, Activity Page

• Invite preschoolers to build whatever they choose with the blocks. 
Point to the picture on the Activity Page and comment: “Peter’s friends 
gathered in a house to pray for God to help Peter. God sent an angel to 
rescue Peter.” 

• Suggest that children work together to build a house. Tell the children 
that God cares for us and gives us what we need, like houses to live in. 

• Open the Bible to Acts 12. Tell the children this is where we read the 
story of Peter’s rescue. Thank God for His love and care.
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

PLAY OUT THE BIBLE STORY
Tools: Bible

• Invite children to play out the Bible story as you narrate. Choose one 
child to be Peter, another to be the angel, and a group to be the friends 
praying in the house. 

• Open the Bible to Acts 12 and tell the Bible story slowly. Allow time for 
children to do the actions.

• Choose other children to be Peter and the angel and repeat the role play. 

• Say: “God took care of Peter by sending an angel to rescue him from 
trouble. God cares about you, too. God helps you have what you need.” 

• Say a thank-you prayer to God for His love and care.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Play the Enhanced CD and lead 

children in clapping a rhythm.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Comment: “Today we heard a 

story about Peter’s rescue from 
some trouble. Who did God send 
to help Peter?” (an angel) “What 
were Peter’s friends doing to help 
Peter?” (praying for him)

• Open the Bible to 1 Peter 5:7 and 
read aloud the Bible verse. Lead 
boys and girls to repeat the verse. 
Say the verse again, sitting and 
standing on every other word.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Say: “Today’s Bible story is in 

the Book of Acts. Is Acts in 
the Old Testament or the New 
Testament?” 

• After the children answer, remind 
the preschoolers that the New 
Testament is the back part of the 
Bible that tells about the time 
after Jesus was born. 

PRAY
• Ask children to share their prayer 

requests. Pray and thank God 
for His love and care and for 
providing for our needs.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

The Story of Jesus
Luke 4:16-28

Peter had been an eyewitness to the events of Jesus’ life. In every recorded list of Jesus’ 
disciples, Peter is always listed first. Peter, one of three disciples Jesus spent virtually 
every moment with, learned a great deal from Jesus’ teaching. Peter cleverly used several 
eyewitness accounts in the Book of 2 Peter to let his readers know that what he was telling 
them was not a made-up story; it really happened, and he saw it as it did.

Peter’s letter to churches spotlighted that the Scriptures taught about Jesus Christ. 
In the Book of Luke, Jesus also gave us an example of this very truth. When Jesus began 
His public ministry, He returned to Nazareth to preach. Luke made it clear that “as usual,” 
Jesus went to the synagogue. Jesus had grown up in Nazareth and had probably attended 
services at this very synagogue many times. This time, Jesus stood to be the teacher. Jesus 
was handed the scroll of Isaiah from which He read a passage from Isaiah 61:1-2. When the 
reading was complete, Jesus rolled the scroll, gave it to the attendant, and sat down—the 
typical posture for a teacher of the day. 

Isaiah 61:1-2 was written some 700 years before Jesus read it. Isaiah preached good 
news to the poor and proclaimed the return of the captives from Babylon all for the glory 
of God. Isaiah also comforted his readers by proclaiming a far greater future fulfillment of 
this verse. Jesus proclaimed that day had now come, and the promise of Isaiah had been 
fulfilled in Him. The crowd was shocked, because they knew Jesus as the son of Joseph, the 
carpenter. The crowd was furious and decided to hurt Jesus. In their minds He, a carpenter, 
had just blasphemed God, a crime punishable by death. Jesus left Nazareth and continued 
ministering to the crowds. 

Both Peter and Jesus proclaimed the truth that the Bible is about Jesus. As Christians, 
we should use the Bible to learn all we can about Jesus and God’s plan for our lives. We 
should likewise use God’s Word to help others know and believe in Jesus. 

Session 8
Session 8: The Story of Jesus
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8

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
The Bible tells the story of Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Luke 4:16-28

BIBLE VERSE
2 Peter 3:18

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
The Book of 2 Peter assures us that Jesus, God’s Son, will return. 
God will provide for our needs.

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Begin to understand that a Bible reference includes a book, 

chapter, and verse.
• Understand the Bible teaches us what God and Jesus are like.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Peter’s second letter to 
the churches encouraged 
a devotion to God’s Word. 
The Bible is the message 
of Christ given to people. 
Followers of Jesus need to 
be devoted to His Word. 

• Peter wrote this second 
letter to warn believers that 
there were false teachers 
infiltrating the churches. 
The teachers led the people 
away from the truth. Peter’s 
solution for this problem 
was fairly simple—know the 
Word. Peter told his readers 
that if they knew what the 
Scripture said, they would 
not be led astray by false 
teachers. 

• Paul and Silas encountered 
false teachings in their 
travels. On one occasion, 
Paul, in the name of Jesus, 
healed a girl who had been 
tormented by an evil spirit 
and was being used by her 
owners in ways that did not 
honor God (Acts 16:16-18).

• Both Paul and Peter 
understood the truth of 
God’s Word. Knowing the 
truths of Scripture allowed 
Paul to heal the girl and 
allowed Peter to encourage 
faithfulness to the truth. 

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Work Jesus 
puzzles.

Tools: Bible, puzzles 
featuring Jesus, such 
as Jesus, A Special 
Friend (LifeWay, 
005160679) and 
Jesus Reads the 
Bible (LifeWay, 
001050960)

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Read with 
friends.

Tools: Bible, Book: 
God Loves Us (Pack 
Item 21), other books 
about God and Jesus

▸▸ Draw with chalk 
dipped in water.

Tools: Bible, 
colored chalk, dark 
construction paper, 
small cups of water
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BIBLE STORY

JESUS READ THE SCROLL
Luke 4:16-28

Jesus had been traveling and preaching in many towns. On one of His 
trips, He went to the synagogue (church) in the town where He lived when 
He was a boy.

Quietly Jesus entered the synagogue and sat down. A church helper saw 
Jesus and handed Him the Bible scroll of Isaiah. Jesus carefully unrolled 
the Bible scroll. He stood up to read.

The people grew quiet. They heard Jesus begin to read in a gentle, clear 
voice.

“God has sent Me to announce (tell) the good news,” Jesus said. “He has 
sent Me to help blind people see. God wants Me to comfort (help) people 
who are sad.”

When Jesus finished reading, He rolled up the Bible scroll.

All the people in the synagogue looked at Jesus. Jesus sat down and said, “I 
am the person God has sent.”

The people were amazed at what they had heard. The people remembered 
Jesus when He was a little boy. They remembered Jesus as a boy when He 
lived in Mary and Joseph’s home. They did not know that Jesus was special 
and that He was God’s Son.

TEXT TRUTH
The Bible tells the story of 
Jesus.

BIBLE VERSE 
2 Peter 3:18

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
Grow in the knowledge of Jesus. 2 Peter 3:18a

Paraphrase:
Learn more and more about Jesus. 2 Peter 3:18a

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD: 

Bible Verse Markers
• paper rolled into a scroll

PACK ITEMS
  8  Story Picture: Jesus Read 

the Scroll
32 Book, Chapter, Verse

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Give preschoolers a few minutes to finish their activities and join you in 

the Circle Time area.

• When everyone is seated, show children the scroll and explain what it is. 

• Play a song from the Enhanced CD and tell children to pass the scroll 
around the circle. Stop the music and tell the child holding the scroll to 
name something he likes to do at church. Continue until several children 
have a turn to share.

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Some of you told me things you like to do at church. In today’s story 

we will hear about a time Jesus went to the synagogue (church). Listen to 
find out what Jesus did.”

• Tell the Bible story in your own words. Show the Story Picture to the 
children. Point to Jesus in the picture. Ask children to tell what Jesus is 
doing. 

• Hold the Bible on your lap. Invite one child to open the Bible to the 
marked verse, 2 Peter 3:18. Point to the words in the Bible as you read 
aloud the verse to the child. 

• Lead preschoolers to repeat the verse with you. Comment: “You can learn 
about Jesus from the Bible. Jesus said the Bible tells about Him.”

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Lay the Book, Chapter, Verse strip (Pack) on the floor in front of the 

children. Remind the preschoolers what the words are. 

• Practice saying the Bible verse with the reference. Repeat the words 
“book, chapter, verse” after saying the reference. 

• Lead the children in clapping with the chant: “Second Peter 3:18, book, 
chapter, verse.”

PRAY
• Ask preschoolers to share any prayer requests. Pray for each child’s 

concern. Thank God that we can learn about Jesus from the Bible.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
The Bible tells the story of 
Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Jesus Read the Scroll
Luke 4:16-28

BIBLE VERSE
2 Peter 3:18a

PACK ITEMS
  8  Story Picture: Jesus Read 

the Scroll
23 Pictures of Jesus

LEADER TIP!
Preschoolers need to know 
that the Bible is a book for 
them. Provide different types 
of Bibles for the children to 
investigate. Preschoolers can 
learn that even though the 
Bible covers are different, all 
Bibles have the same content.

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

BUILD A SYNAGOGUE

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 

Jesus Read the Scroll (Pack), 

wooden blocks, picture of 

a Bible times synagogue 

(optional)

• Display the Story Picture 

and the synagogue picture 

near the blocks. Suggest 

that children use blocks to 

build a synagogue.

• Tell the Bible story while 

children build. Remind 

children that Jesus read 

the scroll in a synagogue, 

which was like a church. 

• Open the Bible to Luke 4. 

Say: “Jesus told the people 

that what He read from 

the scroll told about Him. 

The Bible tells the story 

of Jesus. We learn about 

Jesus from the Bible.” 

• Say the Bible verse. Then 

lead the preschoolers to 

repeat the verse with you.

EXAMINE BIBLES

Tools: Bibles of different sizes 
and colors, highlighting marker 
or yellow crayon, magnifying 
glasses, strips of paper

• Open Bibles to Luke 4. Use 
the highlighting marker or 
crayon to shade the words 
Jesus and scroll in the text 
of the Bible story. Use a 
strip of paper to mark  
2 Peter 3:18 in each Bible.

• Invite children to use 
magnifying glasses to look 
at the words in the Bibles. 

• Tell the Bible story as 
preschoolers examine the 
Bibles. 

• Say: “Jesus read the Bible 
scroll in the synagogue. 
Jesus said that the Bible 
tells about Him.” 
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

REVEAL A WORD

Tools: Bible, white paper, white 

crayon, thinned dark paint in 

cups, paintbrushes, painting 

smocks, Bible Verse Markers 

(Enhanced CD)

• Print the word Bible in 

large letters using the 

white crayon. Make a paper 

for each child. 

• Mark 2 Peter 3:18 with the 

Bible Verse Marker.

• Give each child a paper and 

tell her to paint over the 

paper to reveal a word. 

• When the word appears, 

read it. Say: “The Bible tells 

the story of Jesus. We 

learn about Jesus from the 

Bible.”

• Remind children that 

Jesus did not have a Bible 

like the ones we have. 

Jesus read from a scroll.

• Open the Bible to the 

marked verse. Lead 

children to say the verse. 

MAKE A CLASS SCROLL

Tools: Bible, long sheet of 
art paper, 2 wrapping paper 
tubes or wooden dowels, tape, 
markers, crayons, Activity Page

• Make a large scroll by 
taping a tube or dowel to 
each end of the paper. 

• Guide a child to find 
matching Bibles on the 
Activity Page. Say: “The 
Bibles look different, but 
they are the same inside.”

• Explain that in Jesus’ day, 
people did not have books 
like we have. Jesus read the 
Bible scroll. 

• Invite preschoolers to write 
or draw on the scroll. Tell 
the Bible story as they 
write and draw. 

• Open the Bible to  
2 Peter 3:18 and read the 
verse. Say: “We can learn 
about Jesus from the Bible. 
The Bible is the story of 
Jesus.”

MAKE A BOOK ABOUT 
JESUS

Tools: Bible, Pictures of Jesus 
(Pack), white paper, stapler and 
staples (teacher’s use), markers 
or crayons, glue sticks, scissors

• Cut the paper in half to 
make 5½-by-8½-inch 
pages. Print the Bible verse 
on several pages.

• Invite children to make 
books about Jesus. Give 
each child a page with the 
Bible verse, several blank 
pages, and a set of Jesus 
pictures. 

• Tell children they can 
glue pictures of Jesus to 
paper and write or draw 
something about Jesus 
on the pages. Assist with 
printing information for 
younger preschoolers.

• Tell the Bible story. Say: 
“You have heard many 
Bible stories about Jesus. 
You learn about Jesus from 
the Bible.”

• Staple loose pages to make 
a book for each child.
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
The Bible tells the story of 
Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Jesus Read the Scroll
Luke 4:16-28
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
2 Peter 3:18a

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

MOVE & SAY THE VERSE
Tools: Bible, masking tape, beanbag

• Tape several 6-inch lines on the floor a few inches apart. Open the Bible 
to 2 Peter 3 and lay it beside the tape lines. 

• Invite a child to toss the beanbag onto a line. Read the Bible verse to her 
and lead her to repeat it. Then tell the child to hop from one line to the 
next and say the verse, hopping over the line with the beanbag.

• Say: “The Bible tells about Jesus. We learn about Jesus from the Bible.”

MATCH BLOCK PATTERNS
Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, large construction paper or poster board, marker

• Make several block patterns on different sheets of paper and trace 
around each block to make outlines. 

• Invite preschoolers to match the patterns by building blocks on top of 
the paper. Encourage children to take turns using the patterns to build.

• Comment: “You are learning many new things. You can learn more and 
more about Jesus from the Bible.”

• Talk about the Bible story as children continue to play. Lead the 
preschoolers to repeat the Bible verse together.

READ TO BABY DOLLS
Tools: Bible, several books about Jesus, 2-3 baby dolls, quilt, throw pillows

• Arrange a quiet reading area using the quilt and pillows. Place the baby 
dolls and books on the quilt. 

• Sit with children as they pretend to read to the baby dolls. Open the Bible 
and tell the Bible story. 

• Say: “Jesus read the Bible scroll to the people at the synagogue. You can 
learn about Jesus at church.” Name other places to learn about Jesus.

• After reading a book to the children, thank God for the Bible that helps 
people learn about Jesus. 
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

SING & PLAY INSTRUMENTS
Tools: Bible, children’s rhythm instruments, Activity Page

• Invite preschoolers to play the instruments and sing about Jesus. 

• Sing the following words to the tune “The Bear Went Over the 
Mountain”: The Bible tells about Jesus, the Bible tells about Jesus, the Bible 
tells about Jesus, We learn about Him there.

• Open the Bible and tell the Bible story. Remind the children that Jesus 
read from a scroll. Jesus said the Bible tells about Him.

• Show children the picture on the Activity Page.

• Encourage boys and girls to exchange instruments. Sing the song again 
as preschoolers play their instruments.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Lead children to stretch up high 

and squat down low. Repeat the 
actions a few times, then ask 
children to be seated.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Show the children a rolled up 

piece of paper. Ask: “What does 
this look like? Right, it looks like 
a scroll. Today you heard a story 
about Jesus and the scroll. Let’s 
talk about what Jesus read from 
the scroll and what He said about 
what He read.”

• Review the Bible story. Help 
children remember that Jesus 

told the people that the Bible tells 
about Him. 

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Give each pair of children a Bible. 

Ask teachers to guide each pair to 
locate 2 Peter 3:18 in the Bible. 

• Tell children this is where we read 
today’s Bible verse. Say the verse 
together. 

• Remark that the Bible story is 
from the Book of Luke.

PRAY
• Thank God for the Bible that helps 

people learn about Jesus. 

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Love and Learn Together
Acts 15:1-35

The Book of Jude was written by Jude, the half brother of Jesus. Jude’s message was 
short and addressed a problem that had arisen in the church. Jude identified there were 
false teachers who had infiltrated the church and were teaching things contrary to God’s 
message. The Book of Acts shares one such instance in the life of Paul and Barnabas.

Acts 15 opens as men from Judea were in Antioch teaching that there were a few 
more requirements for Gentiles to become Christians than there were for Jews. With 
a significant part of their congregation being Gentile, Paul and Barnabas immediately 
engaged these men in discussion. After some serious debate, Paul and Barnabas headed 
back to Jerusalem to visit with the apostles and other church leaders. The scope of this 
issue is what drove Paul and Barnabas to Jerusalem, since the outcome would affect 
Christianity throughout the region, not just in Antioch.

Peter stood up and encouraged the church to remember God’s grace. Peter recalled for 
those gathered how God had used Peter to minister to Cornelius, a Gentile who came to 
faith in Jesus Christ. Peter, through the Holy Spirit, did not add additional requirements 
to Cornelius’s conversion. Peter made the case that the church should not impose any 
restrictions on Gentiles who came to faith in Christ. Salvation comes solely through the 
grace of the Lord Jesus, for both the Jew and the Gentile.

As Paul and Barnabas shared their stories of God’s work among the Gentiles, it was 
clear to the church leaders that God did not have different requirements for Gentiles 
who turn to God. The church leaders decided it was best to send a letter to all the Gentile 
believers, assuring them that God had no other requirements of them other than faith in 
Christ. Salvation by faith was for the Jew and the Gentile. God’s Word was clear on the 
issue. As we read God’s Word, we should learn what it says so we can keep ourselves from 
listening to false teachings that may arise.

Session 9
Session 9: Love and Learn Together
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9

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
Learn what the Bible teaches about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Acts 15:1-35

BIBLE VERSE
Jude 1:20-21

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
Believers can count on Jesus to provide for them and guide them to 
live as God desires.

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Begin to recognize names of books in the Bible.
• Remember and say simple Bible words, phrases, and verses with 

Bible references.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• The Books of Jude and 
2 Peter are very similar in 
their encouragement to the 
church. Both books focus on 
the nature of false prophets 
and warn believers to be 
ready to share their faith 
when confronted with false 
teaching. 

• Jude expanded on Peter’s 
urgings to know the truth. 
Jude told believers that they 
should also defend their 
faith against false teaching. 
Standing firm in the truth 
was a sure way to combat 
false teachers.

• In Acts 18, the church in 
Ephesus had a new visiting 
preacher. Apollos was not 
exactly teaching falsehoods, 
but he also was not teaching 
the whole truth. Priscilla 
and Aquila, a couple whom 
Paul had previously met, 
approached Apollos and 
helped him understand the 
full truth about Jesus. 

• Knowing the full truth 
proved useful for Priscilla 
and Aquila and aligned with 
Jude’s admonition to his 
readers to know the full truth 
of the gospel of Jesus Christ. 
Priscilla and Aquila defended 
the full faith. 

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Draw on maps.

Tools: Bible, old maps 
cut into large squares, 
markers, crayons

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Play a movement 
game.

Tools: Bible, 
Movement Spinner 
(Pack Item 22)

▸▸ Build with 
interlocking 
blocks.

Tools: Bible, plastic 
interlocking blocks
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BIBLE STORY

PEOPLE HELPED A CHURCH LEARN
Acts 15:1-35

Some men from Judea began teaching in Antioch. Paul and Barnabas heard 
what the men were teaching the people, and they knew the teaching was 
wrong. It was not true. So Paul and Barnabas talked to the men. Then Paul 
and Barnabas went to Jerusalem to talk to the church leaders there about 
the problem.

Peter was with the church leaders and heard what Paul told about the 
wrong teaching. Peter reminded the church leaders that God chose Paul to 
tell the good news about Jesus to people who were not Jews. “God loves 
everyone and He wants everyone to know and love Jesus,” Peter told the 
leaders.

The people in the church meeting got quiet. They listened to the stories Paul 
and Barnabas told about the wonderful things God had done.

“We should not argue but work together,” Peter told the leaders. “We must 
all teach what is true.”

So the church leaders wrote a letter to explain the work of Paul and 
Barnabas to teach the people about Jesus. 

Paul and Barnabas stayed in Antioch to teach about Jesus and help people 
learn what the Bible told about Jesus.

TEXT TRUTH
Learn what the Bible teaches 
about Jesus.

BIBLE VERSE 
Jude 1:20-21

LEADER TIP!
Jude urged people to learn 
about Jesus from the 
Scriptures. Paul and Barnabas 
wanted to make sure that 
what was taught about Jesus 
in the churches was true and 
accurate.

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
Pray, and keep yourselves in the love of God. Jude 1:20-21

Paraphrase:
Love God and pray. Jude 1:20-21

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD

PACK ITEMS
  9  Story Picture: Paul Helped 

a Church Learn

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Play the Enhanced CD. Walk around the room clapping a rhythm. Tell 

boys and girls to finish activities and join you in walking around the 
room and clapping.

• Lead preschoolers to the Circle Time area and direct them to be seated.

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Comment: “You followed me around the room to our circle. Today we will 

hear about a man who traveled to many places to help people learn about 
Jesus. This man’s name is Paul. Listen to what Paul and his friends did.”

• Open the Bible to Acts 15 and tell the Bible story in your own words. 
Show the Story Picture to the preschoolers. Point to Paul in the picture.

• Ask: “How did Paul help the church learn?” Emphasize that Paul made 
sure the people learned the teachings that were true.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Ask boys and girls to tell you the name of the teacher in the Bible story. 

(Paul) Say: “Paul was an important preacher. He traveled to many places 
to tell about Jesus. Paul loved Jesus and he wanted people to know what 
was true about Jesus.”

• Open the Bible to the Book of Jude and read aloud today’s Bible verse 
(Jude 1:20-21). Lead preschoolers to repeat the verse while clapping on 
each word and the reference.

PRAY
• Call on volunteers to voice prayers. 

• Thank God for teachers and preachers who read the Bible and teach Bible 
truths to others.

• Close the prayer time by asking God to help children learn about Jesus 
from the Bible.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
Learn what the Bible teaches 
about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Paul Helped a Church Learn
Acts 15:1-35

BIBLE VERSE
Jude 1:20-21

PACK ITEMS
  9  Story Picture: Paul Helped 

a Church Learn
30 Bible Book Names
31 Testament Signs

LEADER TIP!
Ahead of time, print cards and 
signs for the True/NOT True 
game. (See Enhanced CD.)
 

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

PAINT WITH VEHICLES

Tools: Bible, toy vehicles with 

treaded wheels, shallow pans, 

paper towels, washable paint, 

paper, painting smocks

• Place a damp folded paper 

towel in each pan. Pour 

paint over the towel to 

make a stamping surface.

• Show a child how to move 

a vehicle over the paint 

pad, then “drive” it across 

paper to make tire tracks.

• Relate driving to Paul’s 

traveling and teaching. 

• Say: “Paul and Barnabas 

traveled to many places to 

teach about Jesus. They did 

not have a car. They had to 

walk or ride in boats.”

• Tell the child that Paul 

wanted to make sure that 

people heard teaching that 

was true. 

• Open the Bible to Acts 15 

and tell the Bible story. 

PLAY TRUE/NOT 
TRUE

Tools: Bible, True/NOT True 
Cards & Signs (Enhanced CD)

• Tape the signs on opposite 
walls.

• Invite two or three 
children to play the game. 
Direct them to listen to a 
statement on a card and 
decide if it is a true or 
not-true statement. Tell 
children to move to the 
correct sign.

• After reading all the 
statements, remark: “Some 
people in the churches 
were teaching untrue 
things about Jesus and 
the Bible. Paul wanted the 
people to know what was 
true.”
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

BUILD ON A MAP

Tools: Bible, long piece of art 

paper, marker, wooden blocks

• Lay the piece of art paper 

on the floor. Draw a simple 

map of streets, leaving 

space between streets for 

children to build.

• Say: “Maps help people 

know where to go when 

they travel. Paul and 

Barnabas traveled to many 

places to teach people 

about Jesus. They may 

have used some type of 

map to know the way.”

• Tell the Bible story as 

children build. Remark: 

“Paul wanted the people 

to learn things that were 

true.”

• Open the Bible to  

Jude 1:20-21. Say: “A man 

named Jude warned people 

to learn what is true. Jude 

said, ‘Love God and pray.’ ”

• Lead children to repeat the 

Bible verse.

FOLLOW A PATH

Tools: 4 Bibles, Bible Book 
Names (Pack), Testament Signs 
(Pack), paper strips, tape

• Make a winding tape path 
on the floor. 

• Use the Matthew and Luke 
cards and print Mark and 
John on two other strips to 
mark stories in the Bibles. 

• Place the New Testament 
sign at the start of the 
path. Put the Bibles at 
intervals along the path.

• Invite children to follow 
the path with you. Read 
the New Testament sign 
and explain: “We are 
learning from the New 
Testament.”

• Ask a child to open a Bible. 
Read the name of the Bible 
book and talk about the 
Bible story that is marked.

• Say: “You are learning 
about Jesus from the 
Bible.”

PRETEND TO TEACH

Tools: Bible, Bible Verse 
Markers (Enhanced CD), Story 
Picture: Paul Helped a Church 
Learn (Pack), baby dolls, doll 
bed, baby toys, 1 or 2 books 
about Jesus

• Put dolls in the bed with 
the marked Bible, Story 
Picture, and baby toys.

• Invite a child to pretend 
to be a teacher. Say: “Paul 
taught people about Jesus. 
You can pretend to be a 
teacher to help the babies 
learn about Jesus.”

• Give a book or toy to the 
child and suggest a way to 
use it to teach the babies. 

• Show the Story Picture to 
the child. Point to Paul. 

• Open the Bible to the 
marked verse and read it 
aloud to the child. Lead 
him to say the verse with 
you. 

• Say: “The words we read 
in the Bible are true. God 
wants us to learn what the 
Bible teaches about Jesus.”
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
Learn what the Bible teaches 
about Jesus.

BIBLE STORY
Paul Helped a Church Learn
Acts 15:1-35
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Jude 1:20-21

LEADER TIP!
The CSB Read to Me Bible® 
(LifeWay, 005790098) 
includes colorful Bible story 
illustrations.

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

DRIVE CARS AND TRUCKS
Tools: Bible, toy cars and trucks, wooden blocks, cardboard, traffic signs (opt.)

• Invite preschoolers to play with the vehicles and blocks. Children may 
enjoy building roads and ramps for the cars.

• Tell the Bible story as children play. Say: “Paul and Barnabas traveled to 
many places to teach about Jesus. Paul wanted people to know what was 
true. He said to learn what the Bible teaches.” 

• Open the Bible to the Book of Jude and read today’s Bible verse. Say the 
verse with the children. Tell preschoolers that they are learning about 
Jesus from the Bible.

WORK VERSE PUZZLES
Tools: Bible, colored construction paper, marker, scissors

• Print the Bible verse onto several different colored sheets of construction 
paper. Cut the papers into 4–5 pieces each. 

• Invite preschoolers to put together the puzzles. When a word puzzle is 
complete, read the words to the children. Tell them these words are true 
and they are from the Bible. 

• Open the Bible to Jude and show children verses 20-21. Say: “Jude told 
people to love God and pray. Learning what the Bible teaches and talking 
to God help us know what is true. Thank You, God, for the Bible.”

FIND BIBLE STORIES
Tools: children’s picture Bible, 4 colors of construction paper, scissors, tape, 
beanbag

• Cut a 3-inch strip from each paper, leaving a 9-inch square. Tape the 
squares together to make a gameboard. Use the cut-off strips to mark 
four pictures of stories about Jesus in the Bible. 

• Give a child the beanbag and tell her to toss it onto the gameboard. Then 
she can open the Bible to the same color strip. 

• Look at the Bible picture. Ask the child what she knows about the story. 
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

• After a few turns, mark other Bible story pictures about Jesus. Tell 
preschoolers they are learning about Jesus from the Bible.

PAINT WITH WATERCOLORS
Tools: Bible, paper, watercolor paints, cups of water, paintbrushes, marker, 
painting smock

• Print the Text Truth on several pieces of paper. 

• Tell the Bible story as a child paints. Explain that Paul wanted the people 
to learn what is true. The Bible times people were learning from Paul and 
other teachers. Children today learn from teachers and the Bible.

• Open the Bible to Acts 15. Say: “This is where we read the Bible story. You 
can learn more about Jesus from the Bible.” Turn to Jude 1:20-21 and 
read the Bible verse. Lead children to say the verse.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Play the Enhanced CD and lead 

children to jump to the music.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Today we heard a story 

about a man named Paul. He 
taught people about Jesus. Paul 
wanted people to learn what is 
true.”

• Show the Story Picture to the 
preschoolers and help them 
remember the story. 

• Show the Activity Page and talk 
about the different ways children 
are learning about Jesus.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Pass a Bible around to the 

preschoolers as you count to five. 

• Tell the child holding the Bible to 
stand and say the Bible verse and 
reference. Assist as needed.

• Pass the Bible again and give 
another child an opportunity to 
say the verse.

PRAY
• Pray a brief sentence prayer. Say: 

“Thank You, God, for helping us 
learn about Jesus. Thank You for 
the Bible that is true.”

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

God Is with Us
Joshua 3:1–4:24

As the first of the Old Testament history books, Joshua is a book that highlighted Israel’s 
past and outlined its preparation for a new beginning and future. Joshua had been chosen 
as Moses’ successor and, when Moses died, Joshua became the leader of the Israelite 
nation. Joshua’s job was to lead the nation of Israel into the land God had promised and 
guide the Israelites to destroy the inhabitants of the land. 

Two spies previously had entered the land and spent the night at the home of Rahab. 
Rahab hid the spies and when they returned to Joshua, they gave a great report stating 
that all the inhabitants of the land were worried and scared because the Israelites were 
gathered on the banks of the Jordan River ready to cross. The next morning Joshua 
assembled the Israelites and gave them instructions to gather at the river. For three days 
the nation waited for God’s direction. On the third day Joshua instructed the priests who 
were carrying the ark of the covenant to go in front. As soon as the feet of the priests 
touched the river, the water dried up and people crossed, being careful not to come too 
close to the ark. 

To highlight the miracle God performed, Joshua made reference to the fact that it was 
the time of year when the Jordan River overflowed its banks. Even at flood stage, the river 
dried up as soon as the feet of the priests stepped in the water. Each of the twelve tribes 
selected a man who would choose a large stone from the riverbed that would be carried to 
their campsite. These stones were set up in Gilgal as a memorial to remind the people, and 
future generations, of the abundant grace God had shown them on their journey. 

Joshua had been commanded by God to be courageous. God told Joshua that He 
would always be with Joshua. Joshua prepared to lead the people into the promised land. 
The crossing of the Jordan River highlights God’s ever-present grace and protection. His 
presence is no less present today . We can have courage knowing that God is always with us. 

Session 10
Session 10: God Is with Us
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10

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
God is always with us.

BIBLE STORY
Joshua 3:1–4:24

BIBLE VERSE
Joshua 1:9b

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
Joshua’s leadership of God’s people to the promised land and a time 
of rest is a glimpse of Jesus, our King, who leads us to our eternal 
inheritance and rest.

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—the Old Testament 

and the New Testament.
• Begin to understand that a Bible reference includes a book, 

chapter, and a verse.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Following the death of 
Moses, God commissioned 
Joshua to lead the nation of 
Israel. Joshua was given the 
task of leading the nation 
across the Jordan River into 
the promised land. God’s 
promise to Abraham was 
about to be fulfilled. 

• Joshua commanded the 
people to consecrate, 
or cleanse, themselves 
in anticipation of God’s 
miraculous deliverance. God 
promised to stop the waters 
of a rushing river to allow the 
people to enter the land on 
dry ground.

• Joshua gave the people 
careful instructions. As 
the people followed the 
instructions, God delivered 
the people safely into the 
land He had promised 
Abraham. 

• Just as Joshua led the 
people to live holy lives, Paul 
also encouraged believers in 
holy living. In Acts 20, Paul 
told the church in Ephesus 
that God desired holy living. 
Paul told the believers what 
his life had been like and 
encouraged them to follow 
his example of following 
Jesus.

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Listen to music 
and draw. 

Tools: Bible, 
Enhanced CD, paper, 
crayons or markers

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Sort 12 items.

Tools: Bible; Patterns 
(Pack Item 24);  
12 of a variety of 
items to sort such as 
small blocks, bottle 
caps, floral gems, and 
so forth; bowl for 
items

▸▸ Play a game.

Tools: Bible, Let’s 
Go! Gameboard and 
Game Cards (Pack 
Items 25 and 26), 
large buttons or 
foam beads for game 
markers
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BIBLE STORY

CROSSING THE JORDAN RIVER
Joshua 3:1–4:24

Joshua and the people got ready to travel to the new land God had chosen 
for them. Now they were at the Jordan River and stopped to camp for three 
days.

The leaders in the camp gave the people instructions for crossing the river. 
Then Joshua told the people to be ready to see the wonderful things God 
would do.

Joshua said, “Listen to the words of God. You will know He is near and He 
will help you cross the river.”

When it was time, priests carried the ark that held the Ten 
Commandments. When the priests reached the edge of the water, God 
made the water still. Then He made the ground dry so the priests, then all 
the rest of the people, could walk across the river to the other side.

After all the people were safely across, God told Joshua to choose twelve 
men and tell them to get twelve large stones from the river and take them 
to the camp that night.

Joshua obeyed, and the men took the stones to the camp and set them 
down. Joshua also set up twelve stones.

When everything was done as God said, Joshua and the people and the 
priests crossed to the land. Then God made the water in the river flow 
again. The people knew God was with them and helped them.

Then everyone knew that God helped Joshua know what to do.

TEXT TRUTH
God is always with us.

BIBLE VERSE 
Joshua 1:9

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
The Lord your God is with you wherever you go. Joshua 1:9b

Paraphrase:
God is with you wherever you go. Joshua 1:9b

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Activity Pages

PACK ITEMS
10  Story Picture: Crossing the 

Jordan River
31 Testament Signs
32 Book, Chapter, Verse

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Remind the preschoolers to finish activities and put away materials about 

5 minutes before Circle Time.

• When everyone has arrived in the circle, lead boys and girls in moving to 
the song “Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes.” Ask everyone to be seated. 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “You listened and followed the directions of the song. In today’s Bible 

story, people listened to someone tell important information. Let’s listen 
to what happened to the people.”

• Open your Bible to Joshua 3 and tell the Bible story in your own words. 
Show the Story Picture to the preschoolers. 

• Ask questions to help preschoolers recall the Bible story. Ask: “What 
did Joshua tell the people to do? Who told Joshua what to do? What 
happened when the priests stepped into the water? What did God tell 
Joshua to do after everyone crossed the river?” 

• Open the Bible to Joshua 1:9b and read aloud today’s Bible verse. Lead 
the preschoolers to repeat the verse with you. 

• Give each child an Activity Page. Point to each picture and talk about 
each place. Stress that God is with children no matter where they are.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Show the Old Testament Sign (Pack) and tell preschoolers that today’s 

Bible story is from the Old Testament, the front part of the Bible. 

• Say the Bible verse again. Place the Book, Chapter, Verse card (Pack) on 
the floor. Remind preschoolers that each Bible verse contains these three 
parts. 

• Say: “Joshua 1:9b, book, chapter, verse.” Clap on each word, repeating the 
words several times.

PRAY
• Thank God for being with preschoolers wherever they go.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
God is always with us.

BIBLE STORY
Crossing the Jordan River
Joshua 3:1–4:24

BIBLE VERSE
Joshua 1:9b

PACK ITEM
10  Story Picture: Crossing the 

Jordan River

LEADER TIP!
Prepare about 15 paper bag 
“rocks.” Print the words of the 
Bible verse and reference on 
lunch-size paper bags, one 
word per bag. Leave some 
bags blank.
 Stuff the bags with 
newspaper, then fold and tape 
the tops closed. 

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

ARRANGE WORD 
“ROCKS”

Tools: Bible, lunch-size paper 

bag “rocks,” newspaper, tape, 

marker

• Make 12–15 paper bag 

“rocks.” 

• Tape two parallel lines 

about two feet apart on the 

floor. Lay the “rocks” at one 

end of the lines. 

• Direct one child at a time 

to pick up a “rock” and 

place it between the lines. 

Choose another child to 

do the same, making sure 

the “rocks” are side by side 

(words facing up).

• When all the “rocks” 

are between the lines, 

encourage the children to 

work together to place the 

“rocks” in order to reveal 

the Bible verse.

• Read the verse, then say it 

together.

BUILD A RIVER SCENE

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 
Crossing the Jordan River 
(Pack), wooden blocks, blue 
paper strips, small toy trees, 
small river rocks

• Invite children to be 
creative with the blocks 
and other materials. 

• Point to the Story Picture 
and say: “The people 
camped by the river. 
Joshua told the people to 
get ready to cross.”

• Suggest that kids make a 
river scene. Continue the 
Bible story as children play. 

• Open the Bible to  
Joshua 3. Say: “We read 
in the Book of Joshua 
that God helped the 
people go into the land He 
promised.” 
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

PRETEND TO CAMP

Tools: Bible; small tent; a few 

camping items; small twigs or 

cardboard tubes; red, yellow, 

and orange tissue paper

• Use the items to set up a 

pretend campsite. Talk to 

children about camping 

and ask about camping 

experiences children may 

have had.

• Say: “The people camped 

beside the Jordan River 

before they crossed into 

the land God had promised 

them. Joshua told the 

people what God wanted 

them to do.”

• Tell the Bible story as the 

children play. Open the 

Bible to Joshua 3 and show 

preschoolers Joshua’s name 

in the Bible. 

• Say the Bible verse and lead 

the preschoolers to repeat 

it with you. Thank God for 

always being with us.

EXAMINE ROCKS

Tools: Bible, medium-sized 
river rocks, magnifying glasses, 
notepads, pencils, small scale

• Invite preschoolers to 
examine the rocks using 
the magnifying glasses. 
Suggest that children 
weigh rocks on the scale. 
Write observations on the 
notepads.

• Tell the Bible story as the 
children explore the rocks. 
Say: “Joshua stacked twelve 
stones so the people would 
remember how God helped 
them.”

• Open the Bible to  
Joshua 1:9 and read the 
Bible verse. Ask a child to 
tell you a place he goes. 

• Say: “God is with (child’s 
name) when she goes to 
(place name).” 

• Thank God for being with 
us everywhere we go.

MAKE A COLLAGE

Tools: Bible; blue, green, and 
brown paper scraps; white 
paper, child’s safety scissors, 
glue sticks; Activity Page

• Invite children to make a 
color collage. Comment: 
“The blue, green, and 
brown paper reminds me 
of being outside by a river. 
The Israelites crossed the 
Jordan River into the land 
God promised them.”

• Open the Bible to  
Joshua 3 and tell the Bible 
story. Emphasize that God 
helped the people cross 
into the land. God was 
with the people.

• Show children the Story 
Picture on the Activity 
page. Talk about the part of 
the story that is pictured. 

• Turn to Joshua 1 and 
read the Bible verse. Lead 
children to say the verse. 

• Say: “The Book of Joshua 
tells how God was with 
people.”
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
God is always with us.

BIBLE STORY
Crossing the Jordan River
Joshua 3:1–4:24
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Joshua 1:9b

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

BUILD WITH WOODEN BLOCKS
Tools: Bible, gift bags, wooden blocks

• In each bag place an assortment of 12 blocks. Invite preschoolers to 
choose a bag and build with the blocks in the bag.

• Help each child count the number of blocks in his bag. Comment: 
“Joshua told twelve men to get one stone from the river. Then Joshua 
stacked the stones so the people could remember how God helped them.”

• Lead the preschoolers in saying the Bible verse together. Thank God for 
always being with us.

PLAY “FOLLOW THE LEADER”
Tools: Bible, Activity Page

• Ask several children to line up behind you and follow your movements 
around the room. Perform different actions such as sway, tiptoe, hop. 

• After a few minutes, stop and ask preschoolers to sit down. Open the 
Bible to Joshua 3 and recall the Bible story. Show children the Story 
Picture on the Activity Page.

• Tell children that the people followed their leader, Joshua, and Joshua 
followed his leader, God. 

• Choose a child to be the new leader for other children to follow.

MAKE PLAY DOUGH “STONES”
Tools: Bible, fresh play dough (more than one color if possible)

• Give each preschooler a lump of play dough. Suggest that children form 
“stones” from the play dough. 

• Remark: “Do you remember that Joshua stacked twelve large stones to 
help the people remember how God helped them? Can you make twelve 
stones to stack?” 

• Continue talking about the story as the children enjoy the play dough. 
Open the Bible and read the Bible verse. Lead children to say the verse.
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

SING TOGETHER
Tools: Bible, large paper wad

• Ask preschoolers to sit with you on the floor. Sing the following words to 
the tune “Mary Had a Little Lamb”:  
God is with us everywhere, everywhere, everywhere.  
God is with us everywhere. Everywhere we go. 

• Encourage preschoolers to sing the words with you. 

• Pass a paper wad around the group of children as you sing. When you 
finish the song, ask the child holding the paper to name a place where 
God is with him. 

• Play until every child has a turn to name a place where God is with him.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Lead preschoolers to Circle Time. 

Say: “Let’s pretend we are wading 
in water.”

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Today you heard a story 

about some people who crossed a 
river. Did they have to wade in the 
water to get across? No! God made 
the water stop flowing. The people 
crossed the river on dry land.”

• Continue reviewing the Bible 
story and show children the Story 
Picture. Ask one or two children 
to tell one thing they remember 
about the story.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Practice saying the Bible verse 

together. Say: “Joshua 1:9b, book, 
chapter, verse.”

• Say: “The Book of Joshua is in the 
Old Testament, in the front part 
of the Bible. This part tells what 
happened before Jesus was born.”

• Ask teachers to show children the 
Book of Joshua in their Bibles.

PRAY
• Ask children to name any prayer 

concerns. Pray for each concern. 

• Thank God for always being with 
us and caring for us.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

God Leads
Joshua 6:1-21

Fresh from the crossing of the Jordan River, the people again listened to Joshua as he gave 
instructions for God’s miraculous conquest of Jericho. God had given Joshua quite a battle 
plan; march around the city, not saying anything, once a day for six days. On the seventh 
day, march around the city seven times then blow the trumpets and shout and God would 
provide the victory. The Israelites, to their credit, followed God’s instructions exactly. 

Jericho had been sealed, as Rahab had reported, because of the people’s fear of the 
Israelites. Nobody came in; nobody left. Joshua, priests carrying the ark of the covenant, 
priests with trumpets, and armed men, gathered to march around the city. Each day they 
marched once around the city and went back to their tents. Modern excavations of Jericho 
estimate the city spanned about 9 total acres, and with a wall 20 feet thick and 25 feet 
high, it would have taken roughly 20 minutes to make one loop around the city. Imagine 
the residents, perhaps standing on the wall taking it all in. What are these Israelites doing? 
How do they think they are going to win a battle against us with this silly strategy? Little 
did the residents of Jericho know that God was in control and Israel knew it. 

Early on day seven the same people marched seven times around the city. As the priests 
blew their trumpets and the people shouted, the walls fell in such a way that each armed 
man was able to go directly into the city. As the residents were recovering from the shock 
of what just happened, they had no time to prepare for the fighting men entering the city 
from every side. God’s victory was swift and complete. 

Joshua sent the two men who had spied the land to Rahab’s house to rescue her and 
those who had gathered with her. Once Rahab was safe, Israel burned Jericho to the 
ground. Israel’s obedience to a battle plan that was odd led them to victory. God’s victory 
was so miraculous that Israel could not deny it had come from Him. We should trust God 
and obey Him as Israel did. When we truly trust God, we will obey Him completely. 

Session 11
Session 11: God Leads
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11

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
God shows people what to do.

BIBLE STORY
Joshua 6:1-21

BIBLE VERSE
Psalm 28:8

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
Joshua’s leadership of God’s people to the promised land and a time 
of rest is a glimpse of Jesus, our King, who leads us to our eternal 
inheritance and rest.

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Begin to understand that a Bible reference includes a book, 

chapter, and verse.
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—the Old Testament 

and the New Testament.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Once God led the nation 
of Israel into the promised 
land, the time had come 
for the Israelites to take the 
land from those who lived 
there. The first city on their 
plan was Jericho. Jericho 
was a fortified city, but God 
instructed Joshua and the 
people not to worry because 
He would provide the victory.

• Before the conquest started, 
Joshua sent two spies into 
the city. The spies were 
sheltered by Rahab, who 
hid the spies when men 
from Jericho came to look 
for them. After the city was 
taken, Rahab and her family 
were saved because of her 
trust in God’s mission. 

• The salvation afforded to 
Rahab and her family was 
a picture of the salvation 
provided ultimately through 
Jesus Christ. In Acts 22, 
Paul told of his salvation and 
the new life he had in Christ. 

• Paul recounted his dramatic 
conversion and told of his 
commitment to trust and 
obey God in all he did. Like 
Paul, we should trust and 
obey God in our daily lives.

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Step out the 
Bible verse.

Tools: Bible; Bible 
verse printed on 
papers, one word per 
paper, and taped to 
the floor

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Move and count 
to 7.

Tools: Bible, 
Movement Spinner 
(Pack)

▸▸ Work puzzles.

Tools: Bible, Puzzles: 
Learning at Church 
(Pack Item 19), other 
puzzles featuring 
people
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BIBLE STORY

THE PEOPLE GO TO JERICHO
Joshua 6:1-21

Joshua and the people going to Canaan walked until they were near the 
town of Jericho.

Jericho had many tall towers and walls. There were many soldiers to keep 
people out of the town. No one could climb over the walls or get through the 
gates. But God told Joshua He would help the people move into the town. 
Then God gave Joshua instructions.

“Tell the people to march around the city once every day. Seven priests 
should march in front of the ark and carry trumpets,” God said.

So Joshua sent for the priests. He told them what God said to do. Joshua 
said God would take care of them if they obeyed His instructions.

March, march, march. People began to march. The seven priests marched 
around the outside of the city walls. They blew their trumpets and others 
carried the ark. But no one said a word. Joshua had told the people to be 
silent until he told them to shout.

The next day, the priests marched again and were quiet. Then the people 
went back to camp.

The people did this for six days. On the seventh day, the priests marched 
around Jericho’s walls seven times. Then the priests blew their trumpets.

“Shout!” Joshua commanded. “God will give us this city. We will go in.”

So the people shouted as loud as they could. The trumpets blared. Then the 
stone wall began to crumble. The city walls crumbled to the ground.

The people obeyed God, and He helped them just as He said He would.

TEXT TRUTH
God shows people what to do.

BIBLE VERSE 
Psalm 28:8

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
The Lord is the strength of his people. Psalm 28:8

Paraphrase:
God helps His people. Psalm 28:8

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible

PACK ITEMS
11  Story Picture: The People 

Go to Jericho
31 Testament Signs
32 Book, Chapter, Verse

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Remind preschoolers when it is time to finish activities and clean up.

• After everyone has joined you in the Circle Time area, lead the children 
in marching around the chairs seven times. Ask everyone to be seated.

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Thank you for listening and following my directions. Today we will 

hear another story about Joshua and the people. Listen for the way God 
helped the people.”

• Open the Bible to Joshua 6 and tell the Bible story in your own words. 

• Show the Story Picture to the children. Ask: “How did God help the 
people? What did God tell the people to do?”

• Open the Bible to Psalm 28:8 and read the Bible verse. Lead the 
preschoolers to repeat the verse. 

• Teach the children hand signs for the verse:  
God (point up to heaven); helps (put right fist in left palm and move hand 
forward); His (put palm overhead toward heaven); people (pull hands 
down each side of body; or extend index finger and middle finger on 
hands and make a walking motion). 

• Say the verse several times using the signs.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Display the Old Testament Sign (Pack). Tell preschoolers that the Book of 

Joshua is in the Old Testament. Invite a child to open your Bible to the 
beginning of the Old Testament and then to the Book of Joshua.

• Place the Book, Chapter, Verse card (Pack) on the floor. Remind 
preschoolers that a verse reference contains a book, a chapter, and a 
verse. 

• Say: “Psalm 28:8, book, chapter, verse.” 

PRAY
• Choose a few volunteers to voice a prayer. 

• Close the prayer time by thanking God for showing people what to do. 

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
God shows people what to do.

BIBLE STORY
The People Go to Jericho
Joshua 6:1-21

BIBLE VERSE
Psalm 28:8

PACK ITEMS
11  Story Picture: The People 

Go to Jericho
33 Joshua Story Cards

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

MARCH AROUND THE 
CITY

Tools: Bible, tape, Enhanced 

CD, Joshua Story Cards (Pack)

• Tape a large square shape 

on the floor near the CD 

player. Invite preschoolers 

to march around the shape 

as music plays. 

• After one song, ask: “How 

many times did the people 

march around Jericho on 

the last day? Let’s walk 

around the shape seven 

times.”

• Encourage children to sing 

any words they know to 

the song that is playing. Or 

tell the children to march, 

counting to seven and to 

shout after the seventh 

time.

• Tell children to sit. Show 

them the Joshua Story 

Cards. Say: “God chose 

Joshua to lead the people. 

God helped Joshua.”

BUILD AND KNOCK 
DOWN WALLS

Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, 
Story Picture: The People Go to 
Jericho (Pack)

• Invite children to build 
whatever they choose. 
Suggest they build walls 
and knock them down.

• Turn to Joshua 6 as you 
tell the Bible story. Say: 
“God knocked down the 
walls of Jericho. He helped 
the people know what to 
do.” 

• Show children the Story 
Picture. Point to the walls.

• Lead children to say the 
Bible verse. Name ways 
God helps people today. 

• Thank God for helping us 
know what to do.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

MAKE A BRICK WALL 
PICTURE

Tools: Bible, colored 

construction paper, white 

or manila paper, glue sticks, 

marker, scissors

• Cut the construction paper 

into rectangles, about  

1-by-3-inches in size.

• Invite a child to glue 

colored shapes on paper to 

make a wall. 

• Say: “Jericho had a large 

wall around it. God helped 

His people know what to 

do to enter the city.” 

• Offer to help the child 

print the words of the Bible 

verse on his “wall,” one 

word per brick. 

• Say the Bible verse 

together. Open the Bible 

to Psalm 28:8 and point to 

the words of the verse.

• Thank God for helping 

people know what to do.

MAKE TRUMPETS

Tools: Bible, cardboard tubes, 
colored masking tape, child’s 
safety scissors, markers

• Invite children to use 
cardboard tubes to make 
trumpets. Children can 
decorate the tubes using 
tape and markers. 

• Offer to print the Bible 
verse on a child’s trumpet.

• Say: “On the seventh day 
the priests blew their 
trumpets, the people 
shouted, and the walls of 
Jericho fell.”

• After preschoolers finish 
their trumpets, count to 
seven and tell children to 
blow their trumpets.

• Say: “Joshua and the 
people walked around 
the city seven times, then 
the priests blew their 
trumpets.”

• Turn to Joshua 6 and point 
to Joshua’s name.

DRAMATIZE THE 
STORY

Tools: Bible; simple props for 
the Bible story (head coverings, 
staffs, toy horn); wooden blocks 
or large paper, markers; video 
recording device

• Invite children to dress 
up and play out the Bible 
story. Choose one child to 
be Joshua. 

• Children can use blocks to 
build a tower to represent 
the walls of Jericho. Or 
tape a large piece of art 
paper to the wall and draw 
bricks on it. 

• Narrate the Bible story as 
preschoolers dramatize the 
story. Record the drama on 
video and show the video 
to the children. 

• Suggest that preschoolers 
change roles and dramatize 
the story again. 

• Open the Bible to Joshua 6. 
Say: “This is where we read 
the story about Jericho. 
God helped the people 
know what to do.”
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
God shows people what to do.

BIBLE STORY
The People Go to Jericho
Joshua 6:1-21
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Psalm 28:8

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

PLAY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Tools: Bible, children’s musical instruments (include a horn if possible), Joshua 
Story Cards (Pack Item 33) 

• Spread the story cards on a table with the musical instruments.

• Invite a child to choose an instrument to play. While he plays, open the 
Bible to Joshua 6.

• Ask the preschooler to look for the card showing a trumpet. Say: “This 
picture shows the instrument the priests played when the people 
marched around Jericho.” 

• Direct the child to find the card showing people marching. Invite the 
preschooler to march while he plays his instrument. 

RACE TO BUILD
Tools: Bible, cardboard blocks, tape

• Divide the blocks into two piles. Use tape to make a start line several feet 
from both piles of blocks.

• Form two teams of children. Tell the children that each team will try to 
build a wall with their set of blocks. When you say “Go,” one child from 
each team will hurry to the team’s pile of blocks, retrieve one block, 
hurry back to the team, and start the wall. The first person will tag the 
next team member to do the same. 

• Continue until both teams have finished their walls. 

• Say: “You built some walls. Do you remember what happened to the walls 
of Jericho when the people marched for seven days?” 

• Help preschoolers recall the events of the Bible story.

READ IN A TENT
Tools: Bible, twin or double light-colored sheet, books about God

• Make a tent by spreading the sheet over a table. Place the books and the 
Bible in the “tent.”
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

• Invite children to sit inside the tent to read the books or look at the Bible. 
Comment that the Israelites lived in tents as they traveled to Canaan.

• Read a book to children, then lead preschoolers to recall the Bible story.

DRAW A MURAL
Tools: Bible, long piece of art paper, tape, crayons in baskets, marker

• Tape paper to the wall at preschoolers’ eye level. Place the crayons on the 
floor under the paper. Print the Text Truth at the top of the paper. 

• Read the words to children. Invite preschoolers to draw pictures showing 
ways God helps people. Be prepared to offer suggestions, if needed. 

• Tell the Bible story to remind preschoolers how God helped the people. 
Say the Bible verse with the children.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Lead the children to march to 

the Circle Time area. If you have 
instruments available, distribute 
those to children to play as they 
walk to the circle.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Thank you for marching 

so well. Today you heard a Bible 
story about people who marched 
around a city. Let’s see what you 
remember about the Bible story.” 

• Ask questions to help preschoolers 
remember the story: “What was 
the name of the city? Who was 
the leader of the people? Who 

helped the people know what to 
do?”

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Use the Bible Book Questions 

(Pack Item 34) to help children 
learn more about Joshua. 

• Give a Bible to each pair of 
children. Assist children in 
finding the Book of Joshua. Say: 
“This Bible book is named after 
the man who led the people.”

PRAY
• Thank God for helping people 

know what to do.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

God Answers Prayer
Joshua 10:1-14

Once Israel captured and destroyed Jericho, they had a grip on the central portion of the 
promised land. Joshua 10 records a battle against five kings from the southern portion of 
Canaan that would give Israel a handle on the southern half of the land God had promised 
them.

Israel’s fame had spread. Joshua had been tricked into making a treaty with a city 
in southern Canaan called Gibeon. The other southern kings took up arms together and 
attacked Gibeon, partly to punish them for making a deal with Israel, and partly to engage 
Israel with their combined strength. When word got to Joshua that Gibeon was in trouble, 
Joshua and his men, encouraged by God, marched all night to confront the attackers and 
fulfill a promise Joshua had made to Gibeon. The battle raged and, as the armies of the 
southern kingdoms fled, Joshua’s men were in pursuit.

In one of the most amazing miracles recorded in the Bible, Joshua publicly prayed to 
God to extend the daylight so Israel could finish the job God had sent the Israelites to do. 
God, in His sovereignty, heard Joshua’s prayer and answered it. The event was so dramatic 
that later, as Joshua recalled this event, he was most amazed, not by the fact that God 
stopped the sun, but by the fact that God listened to a man. The Hebrew phrase used here 
carries with it the connotation of obedience. In essence, God was obedient to the voice of 
a man, not the other way around. God had no compulsion to obey Joshua’s prayer, but He 
did, making that day one like there had never been before or since.

As recorded in Scripture, Joshua’s prayer sheds light on the fact that God does indeed 
listen to us when we pray. Prayer is one way we communicate our thoughts and our feelings 
to God. God hears us pray and He always answers prayer in the way that is best for us. God 
answered the prayers of Joshua in a spectacular way and can certainly do the same for us 
as we pray in His will.

Session 12
Session 12: A Very Long Day
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12

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
God answers prayer.

BIBLE STORY
Joshua 10:1-14

BIBLE VERSE
Psalm 62:8

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
Joshua’s leadership of God’s people to the promised land and a time 
of rest is a glimpse of Jesus, our King, who leads us to our eternal 
inheritance and rest.

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—the Old Testament 

and the New Testament.
• Begin to pronounce the names of the books of the Bible.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Joshua made a treaty with 
Gibeon, a nation he thought 
was living outside the 
promised land. When Gibeon 
needed help, God told 
Joshua to go and help just 
as Joshua had promised.

• Joshua, in defense of 
Gibeon, marched with his 
army all night to confront the 
attackers. As they fought, 
daylight was fading. Joshua 
prayed for God to extend the 
day. God listened to Joshua’s 
words and kept the sun in 
the sky so Joshua and the 
Israelites could finish what 
they started. God led Joshua 
and the people to a victory 
over the five kings.

• Joshua was a faithful 
follower of God. Paul is 
also described as a faithful 
follower of God and on 
one occasion, he had the 
opportunity to tell the king 
of the radical change that 
Jesus Christ had made. 

• In Acts 26, Paul remained 
faithful to God and told 
King Agrippa the story of his 
conversion. 

• God hears our prayers. We 
can pray for help to share the 
gospel.

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Spell with 
magnetic letters.

Tools: Bible, magnetic 
letters, metal cookie 
sheet, 3-4 index cards 
printed with single 
words from the Bible 
story

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Play a game.

Tools: Bible, God 
Loves Us Picture 
Bingo and Picture 
Bingo Cards (Pack 
Items 27 and 28), 
paper bag for cards, 
items to mark spaces 
on gameboards

▸▸ Draw picture of 
people for whom 
to pray.

Tools: Bible, paper, 
crayons or markers
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BIBLE STORY

A VERY LONG DAY
Joshua 10:1-14

Many people were fighting and not getting along. The king in Jerusalem 
became frightened. He talked to the other kings and they decided to fight 
back.

The people in Gibeon heard the news and sent a message to Joshua. “Please 
don’t stay away. Come quickly and help us. All the other kings are going to 
fight against us.”

So Joshua gathered all his men and went to help the people in Gibeon.

God told Joshua not to be afraid. “No one will be able to stand against you,” 
God said.

And Joshua believed God. He knew God would show him what to do.

Joshua’s men marched all night, then they surprised the soldiers who 
wanted to hurt the people in Gibeon. God then sent a hail storm.

Joshua talked to God after the storm. He asked God to keep the sun bright 
in the sky a long time. That way Joshua’s men would be able to see. 

God heard Joshua’s prayer and did what Joshua asked.

And that day Joshua and all the people knew God helped them.

TEXT TRUTH
God answers prayer.

BIBLE VERSE 
Psalm 62:8

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
Trust in [God] at all times. Psalm 62:8

Paraphrase:
Trust God all the time. Psalm 62:8

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD

PACK ITEMS
12  Story Picture: A Very Long 

Day
22 Movement Spinner
31 Testament Signs

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Signal the preschoolers a few minutes before Circle Time so they can 

finish their activities and clean up their stations.

• When all the children are gathered, choose a child to spin the Movement 
Spinner (Pack). That child can lead the others in doing the movement a 
number of times the child chooses. 

• Select another child to spin again and lead another movement. 

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “You did a good job following the leader of the movements. In today’s 

Bible story, the people followed Joshua. Let’s find out what Joshua did.”

• Open the Bible to Joshua 10 and show the Story Picture to the 
preschoolers. Tell the Bible story using your own words. 

• Help preschoolers remember what happened in the story. Point to Joshua 
in the picture and ask: “How did God help Joshua and his men (defeat 
their enemies)?” Remind children that God listened to Joshua’s prayer 
and did what Joshua asked Him to do.

• Remark that we can pray and ask for God’s help. God answers prayer.

• Open the Bible and read aloud Psalm 62:8. Lead preschoolers to repeat 
the verse with you. 

• Form two groups of children. Tell the first group to say “Trust God” and 
the second group to say “all the time.” Then direct everyone to say the 
verse reference. After two times switch groups and say the verse twice. 

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Give a Bible to each pair of children. Help children locate the Book of 

Joshua. Say: “This Bible book is named after the man who led the people.”

• Show the Old Testament Sign (Pack). Ask: “In what part of the Bible is the 
Old Testament, in the front or the back?” Remind boys and girls that the 
Old Testament stories happened before Jesus was born.

PRAY
• Lead the preschoolers in thanking God for answering our prayers.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
God answers prayer.

BIBLE STORY
A Very Long Day
Joshua 10:1-14

BIBLE VERSE
Psalm 62:8

PACK ITEMS
12  Story Picture: A Very Long 

Day
21 Book: God Loves Us

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

STACK THE VERSE

Tools: Bible, blocks, index cards, 

tape, paper, marker, Activity 

Pages

• Print the Bible verse on a 

sheet of paper. Print the 

words of the verse on index 

cards, one word per card. 

Tape each card to a block.

• Read the words on 

the cards. Challenge 

preschoolers to stack the 

verse words in the correct 

order. Children can use the 

verse written on the paper 

as a guide.

• Say: “Joshua trusted God, 

and God helped Joshua 

and his men fight the 

battle.”

• Show children the picture 

on the Activity Page as you 

tell the Bible story.

• Help each child complete 

an Activity Page. 

FIND HIDDEN LETTERS

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 
A Very Long Day (Pack), 
magnetic letters to spell the 
word PRAY, index card, 
marker, cookie sheet or 
magnetic board, shoe box filled 
with shredded paper

• Hide the magnetic letters 
in the paper. Print the 
word PRAY on the index 
card and attach the card to 
the cookie sheet.

• Invite a child to find letters 
in the box to spell the 
word. Lead the child to 
identify and say the letters. 

• Say: “P-R-A-Y. Pray. Joshua 
prayed and asked God to 
help him. God hears us 
pray to Him. We can trust 
God to help us.”

• Show the Story Picture.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

GO ON A WALK

Tools: Bible

• Gather three or four 

preschoolers to go on a 

walk through the church. 

• Before you go, review the 

Bible story. Comment that 

Joshua prayed and asked 

God for help, and God 

listened to Joshua’s prayer 

and helped him.

• Remind preschoolers to be 

quiet as they walk in the 

halls. 

• Stop outside a few 

classrooms and listen for 

people praying. 

• When you return to 

the room, talk with the 

children about what they 

heard. 

• Say: “People can talk 

to God at any time and 

anywhere. Joshua prayed 

and asked God to help. God 

heard Joshua’s prayer. He 

hears our prayers, too.”

MAKE A SUNCATCHER

Tools: Bible, scissors, clear 
contact plastic, colorful tissue 
paper, bowl, labels printed with 
the Bible verse, hole punch, 
yarn

• Cut plastic into 4- to 6-inch 
squares. Cut two squares 
for each child. Cut the 
tissue paper into small 
pieces. Put them in a bowl. 

• Lead a child to stick pieces 
of tissue paper to one 
square of plastic. Then he 
may cover that piece with 
another piece of plastic.

• Give the child a verse label 
to put on his suncatcher. 
Punch a hole in the top and 
tie yarn to make a hanger.

• Say: “God made the sun 
shine a long time so Joshua 
and his men could see.”

• Tell the child he may hang 
his suncatcher in a window 
at home to remind him 
that God answers prayers.

JUMP WORD TO WORD

Tools: Bible, Bible Verse 
Markers (Enhanced CD), paper, 
marker, tape, Activity Page

• Print the Text Truth on 
paper, one word per page. 
Securely tape the papers 
to the floor a few inches 
apart. Mark today’s verse in 
the Bible with the marker.

• Show a child the picture 
on the Activity Page. 
Say: “Joshua prayed and 
asked God to help his men 
fight their enemies. God 
heard Joshua’s prayer and 
helped.”

• Show the papers to the 
child and read the words. 
Encourage the child to 
jump from paper to paper 
while saying the words. 

• Lead the preschooler to 
open the Bible to the 
marked verse. Say the verse 
together.

•  Say: “That Bible verse is 
from the Book of Psalms, 
another Old Testament 
book.”
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
God answers prayer.

BIBLE STORY
A Very Long Day
Joshua 10:1-14
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Psalm 62:8

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

DRAW WITH RED, ORANGE, AND YELLOW
Tools: Bible; red, orange, and yellow crayons; paper 

• Invite boys and girls to draw. Say: “These colors remind me of the sun. 
Joshua asked God to make the sun shine longer in the day. God listened 
and answered Joshua’s prayer.”

• Open the Bible to Joshua 10 and tell preschoolers: “This is where we read 
the story of Joshua and the very long day. Joshua trusted God. We can 
trust God, too.”

• Thank God for listening to our prayers and answering them.

TOSS BEANBAGS
Tools: Bible, index cards, marker, beanbag

• Print the letters P, R, A, Y on separate index cards. Lay the cards in a 
random pattern facedown on the floor. 

• Invite a child to toss a beanbag onto a card and turn it over. Name the 
letter on the card. Give a friend a turn to do the same.

• When all the letters are revealed, say: “P-R-A-Y. Those letters spell the 
word pray. God hears us pray and He answers prayer. God heard Joshua 
and did what Joshua asked.” 

• Open the Bible to Joshua 10 and recall the Bible story. 

MAKE A PRAYER REMINDER
Tools: Bible, half sheets of construction paper, marker, stickers, crayons, hole 
punch, yarn

• Print the word Pray at the top of several half sheets of paper. Punch two 
holes in the top of each page.

• Invite each child to decorate a paper. Ask children for whom or what they 
would like to pray. Write these requests on their papers. Tie yarn through 
the holes. 

• Say: “God wants us to talk to him. God listens to our prayers.” Tell the 
child he can hang the paper in his room to help him remember to pray.
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

WORK PUZZLES 
Tools: Bible, puzzles Family Prayers (LifeWay, 005191559) and Going to 
Church (LifeWay, 005159906), large greeting cards cut in half

• Offer a puzzle to preschoolers near you. Some children will enjoy fitting 
pieces in the wooden puzzle frames. Others may be challenged to match 
and fit together greeting card puzzle pieces.

• Use the puzzles to lead to conversation about God’s care. Say: “We can 
trust that God loves us and wants to help us. We can pray to God, and He 
will hear us.”

• Turn to Psalm 62:8 and show children the Bible words. Lead the children 
to say the Bible verse.

• Talk about places and times to pray to God.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Play the Enhanced CD and lead 

preschoolers to hop to the music. 
Lead children to the circle.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Today you heard a story 

about Joshua. Joshua needed 
help, so he prayed to God. What 
did Joshua ask God to do?”

• Show the Story Picture as 
preschoolers remember facts 
about the story. 

• Help children understand that 
God heard and answered Joshua’s 
prayer for help.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Comment: “Joshua is the sixth 

book of the Bible. Let’s say 
the first six books: Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, 
Deuteronomy, Joshua.” 

• Lead children to echo each book 
name as you say it. 

• Distribute Bibles and help 
children turn to the Book of 
Joshua.

PRAY
• Thank God for loving us. Thank 

Him for hearing our prayers. 

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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FOR THE 
LEADER

Love and Obey
Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28

Joshua had been Israel’s faithful leader following the death of Moses. As his life was about 
to end, Joshua summoned all of Israel together to give them one final charge. The people 
assembled in Shechem, the same city where God promised Abram the land would belong to 
his future offspring (Genesis 12:6-7). God’s promise to Abram had certainly been fulfilled 
and this site was an appropriate place for the nation to renew their covenant with God.

Joshua began by quoting God’s words about His history with Israel. The story started 
at the beginning with Terah, the father of Abraham, and hit the highlights of God’s 
faithfulness to the people. These highlights included the birth of Isaac, Jacob’s move to 
Egypt, the escape through the Red Sea, the wilderness wanderings and confrontation with 
Balaam, the crossing of the Jordan, and the defeat of the Canaanite cities. God reminded 
the people that the place they lived was a place they did not work for or build; they lived 
there because of the grace of God. Each event was significant in showing God’s sovereign 
plan in bringing the people to where they stood at that moment.

Joshua spoke next and commissioned the people with a straightforward commission: 
since God was so faithful to you, be faithful to Him. In one of the more frequently quoted 
verses of Scripture, Joshua delivered his famous message, “Choose to follow the made up 
gods of your ancestors, or the one true living God! As for me and my family, we are going to 
follow the one true God” (Joshua 24:15). The people whole-heartedly agreed to be followers 
of the one true God, instead of following the made up gods of their ancestors.

In a final warning, Joshua alerted the people to the consequences of failing in their 
promise to follow God. As the people agreed to worship only the Lord God, Joshua 
established the covenant in writing and set up a large stone to mark the occasion. In the 
future, as the people passed the stone it would be a reminder of the promise they had made 
to be faithful followers of God. Devote yourself fully to the one true God!

Session 13
Session 13: Love and Obey
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13

OVERVIEW

SESSION FOCUS
TEXT TRUTH
Obey God and worship Him.

BIBLE STORY
Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28

BIBLE VERSE
Joshua 24:24

CHRIST IN CONTEXT
Joshua’s leadership of God’s people to the promised land and a time 
of rest is a glimpse of Jesus, our King, who leads us to our eternal 
inheritance and rest.

BIBLE SKILLS 
• Know there are two main parts of the Bible—the Old Testament 

and the New Testament.
• Begin to pronounce the names of the books of the Bible.

ARRIVAL ACTIVITIES (5 MINUTES)

As preschoolers arrive, offer choices of self-guided activities that set 
the stage for Bible explorations. 

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
TEXT CONNECTION

• Joshua spent many years 
leading the Israelites to 
conquer the land that God 
had promised them. At the 
end of the conquest, once 
peace arrived, Joshua gave 
one final commission to 
Israel. Joshua challenged 
the people to be faithful 
followers of God instead of 
following the false gods the 
other people of the land 
worshiped. The Israelites 
agreed to follow only God.

• Joshua told the people 
to love God more than 
anything. Many years after 
Joshua’s challenge, Paul was 
found to be one who loved 
God more than anything.

• Paul had been given many 
opportunities to tell about 
God’s love to many different 
people. Paul, under house 
arrest awaiting trial in Rome 
(Acts 28:16), wrote his letter 
to encourage the believers 
to do as Joshua had 
commanded—follow only 
the one true God. 

• Just as Joshua and Paul 
taught, true faithful devotion 
to God is important and we 
must choose whom we will 
serve.

FAMILY AT HOME
Print this week’s devotional 
page (Enhanced CD) to give  
to families.

▸▸ Work family 
puzzles.

Tools: Bible, puzzles 
featuring families

▸▸  After everyone has had an opportunity to do one or more arrival 
activities, direct preschoolers to Exploration Stations.  
(See next page.)

▸▸ Trace the word 
OBEY.

Tools: Bible, paper 
with the word OBEY 
printed in dotted 
letters, crayons 

▸▸ Make a Bible 
marker.

Tools: Bible, paper 
strips, markers, 
colorful shape 
stickers 
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BIBLE STORY

JOSHUA TALKED TO THE PEOPLE
Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28

The Israelite people lived in the land for many years. They had rested and 
enjoyed everything God gave them. Now Joshua, their leader, had grown 
very old.

One day Joshua called all the people together. He said, “I am old now. You 
know God has kept all His promises to you. God took care of you and kept 
you safe. God helped you get to the land for your new home.”

Joshua then told the people to remember everything God had done—He 
took care of the people and their families long ago. God sent Moses and 
Aaron to be their leaders. God helped the people leave Egypt and travel to 
Canaan. God made sure the people were safe and had food to eat.

Joshua said, “Obey God and worship Him with all your heart. Choose Him 
and no other gods. As for me and my family, we will worship God.”

The people said, “We know God has done wonderful things for us. He has 
protected us. We will love and worship God.”

Joshua wrote down what the people said. He took a large stone and set it 
under a tree as a reminder for the people to always love and serve God.

TEXT TRUTH
Obey God and worship Him.

BIBLE VERSE 
Joshua 24:24

BIBLE VERSE
From the Bible text: 
We will worship the Lord our God and obey him. Joshua 24:24

Paraphrase:
We will worship God and obey Him. Joshua 24:24

LEADER TIP
You choose! Are your 
preschoolers ready to learn 
memory verses? Decide 
which wording of the Bible 
verse you want to use with 
your group.
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CIRCLE TIME

OPTIONS
1. Arrival Activities
2. Circle Time
3. Exploration Stations 

OR

1. Arrival Activities
2. Exploration Stations
3. Circle Time

TOOLS
• Bible
• Enhanced CD

PACK ITEMS
13  Story Picture: Joshua 

Talked to the People
30 Bible Book Names
31 Testament Signs
34 Bible Book Questions

CIRCLE TIME (10-15 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON YOUR AGE GROUP)

GATHER
• Play the Enhanced CD softly in the background. Remind children when 

there are a few minutes left to finish activities and clean up their areas.

• When everyone has been seated, clap and lead the following chant:  
O–B–E–Y, that spells obey. I can obey God every day.

HEAR THE BIBLE STORY
• Ask: “Is it hard to obey your parents? Is it hard to obey your teachers? 

Sometimes it is hard to obey. Listen to what Joshua told the people about 
obeying.” 

• Open your Bible to Joshua 23 and tell the Bible story in your own words. 

• Show the Story Picture to the children. Ask: “What did Joshua say about 
obeying?” (obey God all the time) Continue to ask questions to review the 
Bible story.

• Turn to Joshua 24:24 and read aloud the Bible verse. Lead boys and girls 
to repeat the verse with you. Choose a preschooler to say the first word, 
the preschooler next to him to say the second word, and so forth around 
the group.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Use all the Bible Book Names (Pack) to review the books preschoolers 

have learned from. Lay each card on the floor and read it aloud. Lead 
preschoolers to repeat the name with you. 

• Use a few of the Bible Book Questions (Pack) to help children remember 
more about the Book of Joshua.

• Lay both Testament Signs (Pack) on the floor. Help children decide in 
which part of the Bible each Bible book is included. 

PRAY
• Ask for volunteers to pray. After a few children have prayed, close the 

prayer time by asking God to help children obey God. 

• Thank God for His love and care.

Designer will have to move 
blue dots behind the numbers 

manually.
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

TEXT TRUTH 
Obey God and worship Him.

BIBLE STORY
Joshua Talked to the People
Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28

BIBLE VERSE
Joshua 24:24

PACK ITEMS
13  Story Picture: Joshua 

Spoke to the People
21 Book: God Loves Us

EXPLORATION STATIONS (45-60 MINUTES)

Set up at least three stations to provide choices of multisensory activities 
and movement for busy preschoolers.

MAKE A WORD 
RUBBING

Tools: Bible, Story Picture: 

Joshua Talked to the People 

(Pack), fine-grain sandpaper, 

scissors, tape, crayons with 

paper removed, thin white 

paper, marker

• From the sandpaper, cut 

the letters to spell the 

words LOVE and OBEY. 

Use tape loops to attach 

the words to a table.

• Lay the thin paper over a 

word. Direct a child to rub 

the side of a crayon over 

the letters to make a print.

• Say: “These words say love 

and obey. We can obey God 

and worship Him. That 

shows our love for God.” 

• Offer to print the Bible 

verse on the child’s paper. 

• Point to the Story Picture 

as you tell the Bible story. 

ROLE PLAY FAMILY 
LIFE

Tools: Bible, Book: God Loves 
Us (Pack), kitchen center, baby 
dolls, toy dishes, pots, pans

• Invite preschoolers to 
play out family situations. 
Preschoolers can pretend 
to cook and care for babies. 

• Say: “Joshua talked to the 
families. He told them to 
always love God and obey 
Him.” 

• Comment that families 
can work together to love 
God and obey Him.

• Encourage a child to read 
the Bible to a baby. 

• Read the book to children. 
Say: “God wants us to obey 
Him. That shows our love.”
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EXPLORATION 
STATIONS

MAKE SHAKERS & SING

Tools: Bible; Activity Pages; 

small empty water bottles; 

rice, beans, or unpopped corn; 

funnel; stickers; tape; Enhanced 

CD 

• Help each preschooler 

complete an Activity Page 

as he comes to the station.

• Say: “We can worship God 

by singing. Let’s make 

shakers to use while we 

sing songs to God.”

• Help each child pour a 

small amount of one item 

into a bottle. Replace the 

cap and seal it with the 

tape. Give the children 

stickers to decorate their 

shakers.

• Play the CD and lead 

children to sing and play 

their shakers. Say: “Joshua 

told the people to worship 

God and obey Him. The 

people said they would.”

BUILD A CHURCH

Tools: Bible, wooden blocks, 
cardboard pieces, picture of 
your church or other churches 
(optional)

• Show children the picture 
of your church. Say: “This 
is our church. We worship 
God at our church.”

• Suggest that preschoolers 
use blocks to build your 
church. As they work, talk 
about the things people do 
at your church.

• Comment: “Families 
worship God at church. 
They read the Bible, sing, 
and pray. All of those 
things show God that we 
love Him.”

• Open the Bible to  
Joshua 24:24 and read  
the Bible verse. Lead 
children to repeat the verse 
with you. 

• Say a prayer, asking God to 
help children obey Him.

LISTEN AND OBEY

Tools: Bible, Activity Page

• Invite children to play 
a game. Whisper an 
instruction in one child’s 
ear (for example, tiptoe to 
the door or take four giant 
steps). The child will do 
what you say to do and the 
others will guess what the 
instruction was. Repeat 
with other children. 

• Comment: “God wants us 
to listen to what the Bible 
says and to what our pastor 
and teachers and parents 
tell us about the Bible. 
God wants us to obey and 
worship Him.” 

• Show a preschooler the 
picture on the Activity 
Page. Comment: “We show 
we love God when we obey 
His commands. Joshua 
reminded the people to 
love and obey God.”

• Turn to Joshua 24 and tell 
the Bible story. 
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NEXT HOUR

OPTIONS
1. Continue activities from 

the first hour. (Kids learn 
through repetition.)

2. Try something different. 
Choose two or three new 
activities.

TEXT TRUTH
Obey God and worship Him.

BIBLE STORY
Joshua Talked to the People
Joshua 23:1-3; 24:1,14-28
The Bible story is printed on 
the back of the Story Picture.

BIBLE VERSE
Joshua 24:24

NEXT HOUR (MORE EXPLORATIONS FOR PRESCHOOLERS) 

READ THE BIBLE TO BABY DOLLS
Tools: Bible, baby dolls, blankets, rocking chair, paper strip

• Mark today’s Bible story in the Bible using the paper strip. Place the Bible 
in the rocking chair. Wrap the dolls in blankets.

• Encourage a child to hold a doll and “read” the Bible to the baby. 
Comment that parents can teach children to love and worship God.

• Tell the Bible story as the children play. Lead them in saying the Bible 
verse together.

CUT AND STICK TAPE
Tools: Bible, paper, colored masking tape, child’s safety scissors

• Invite preschoolers to decorate their papers by cutting tape and sticking 
it on their papers. Tell children to cut small pieces of tape so it will not 
get tangled. 

• Recall the Bible story. Remark: “Joshua told the people to always worship 
and obey God. The people told Joshua they would do that.”

• Open the Bible to Joshua 24:24 and read the Bible verse to the children. 
Lead them to repeat it with you. Comment that this was what the people 
said to Joshua when he told them to worship and obey God.

MAKE A BIBLE VERSE POSTER
Tools: Bible, poster board, markers, colorful shape stickers

• Print the Bible verse in the center of the poster board. Open the Bible to 
Joshua 24 and lay it near the poster. 

• Read the verse to the children as they show interest in the stickers and 
markers. Invite preschoolers to decorate the poster. 

• As children use the art materials, turn to Joshua 24 in the Bible and 
comment that this is where we read about Joshua talking to the people. 

• Lead the preschoolers in saying the Bible verse together.
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NEXT HOUR

LEADER TIP!
Form groups of two or three 
preschoolers and a teacher. 
Look at the Activity Page, 
review the Bible story, and say 
the Bible verse.

PLAY OUT WAYS TO WORSHIP
Tools: Bible, index cards, marker, Enhanced CD

• Print the following actions on individual index cards: give an offering, 
pray, read the Bible, sing, tell others about Jesus. 

• Invite preschoolers to play a game. Tell children they will demonstrate 
ways we can worship God. 

• Name a child to choose a card. Read the words on the card and guide the 
child to play out the action. If a child has trouble knowing what to do, 
help her think of what actions she could perform. 

• After all the actions have been done, say: “Joshua told the people to 
worship God. The people said they would worship God and obey Him.”

• Play the CD and sing along to the songs.

CIRCLE TIME 
GATHER
• Direct children to move to the 

Circle Time area. 

• Call out the names of two 
children to change chairs. 

• Give everyone a turn to change 
chairs.

REVIEW THE BIBLE STORY
• Say: “Today you heard that Joshua 

told the people an important 
message.”

• Show children the Story Picture. 
Ask the children what they 
remember about the story. Help 
preschoolers remember that 

Joshua told the people to worship 
and obey God.

PRACTICE BIBLE SKILLS
• Give a Bible to each pair of 

children. Ask: “What are the two 
main parts of the Bible? Let’s find 
them.”

• Teachers can help children 
turn to the first page of the Old 
Testament and the first page of 
the New Testament.

PRAY
• Ask God to help us obey Him. 

• Thank God for the Bible.

Look for printable Next Hour helps on the Preschool Enhanced CD.

DON’T FORGET! 
Give every child this week’s 
Activity Page and Preschool 
Family Card.
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Coming Next Quarter
Spring 2018

DATE SESSION TITLE BIBLE STORY PASSAGE BIBLE VERSE

Mar. 4 Helper Jesus Matthew 8:1-15 Matthew 9:36

Mar. 11 Strong Jesus Matthew 8:23-27; Mark 4:1-2 Matthew 8:27

Mar. 18 Kind Jesus Matthew 14:13-21; 15:32-39 Matthew 15:32

Mar. 25 Wonderful Jesus Matthew 21:1-11 Matthew 21:9

Apr. 1 A Special Day Matthew 27:27-41; 28:1-8 Matthew 28:6

Apr. 8 Help from God Judges 2:6-19 Judges 2:16

Apr. 15 Tell of God’s Goodness Judges 4–5 Judges 5:3b

Apr. 22 Follow God Judges 6:14,16; 7:1-8,15-22 Judges 6:16a

Apr. 29 Strength from God Judges 13–16 Proverbs 8:33

May 6 Family Love Ruth 1:1-22 Psalm 46:1

May 13 God’s Plan for Families Ruth 2:1-28; 3:1-2; 4:13-17 Psalm 117:2

May 20 The Most Important Book Psalm 119 Psalm 119:160a

May 27 God Loves Me Psalm 139 Psalm 139:14
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Tools for Digging Deep!
PRESCHOOL TOOL KIT
The resources you need to lead one class:
• One Preschool Leader Guide
• One set of Preschool Activity Pages
• One Preschool Leader Pack
• One Enhanced CD
• One set of Preschool Family Cards

LEADER GUIDE
Help preschoolers dig into the Bible.
• Leader-friendly session plans for small- and large-group learning
• Sensory approach to exploring the Bible for pre-readers
•   Exploration activities to encourage preschoolers to dig, explore, and 

discover Bible truths

ACTIVITY PAGES
Engage preschoolers in class and continue learning at home.
• Weekly Bible story pages with colorful illustrations
•  Fun-to-do Bible-focused activities related to Bible content and 

application

PRESCHOOL FAMILY CARDS
Pocket-size weekly cards feature Bible story picture and simple Bible 
explorations that build and strengthen Bible skills.

LEADER PACK
Filled with leader-friendly resources that make teaching easy.
• Teacher helps
• Visual aids
• Story pictures
• Posters
• Games
• Bible memory tools

ENHANCED CD
• Bible-related songs
• Music for movement and rest time
• Printable teacher tools and session helps

PRESCHOOL TOOL KIT WITH WORSHIP
• Second-hour option 
• Kid-friendly worship experience that reinforces every weekly session

For free online training on how to lead a group, visit 
ministrygrid.com/web/exploretheBible.
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ADMIT BELIEVE CONFESS

THE GOSPEL 
GOD’S PLAN FOR ME

The word gospel means “good news.” It is the message about Christ, the 
kingdom of God, and salvation. 

GOD RULES. The Bible tells us God created everything, including you and 
me, and He is in charge of everything. Invite a volunteer to recite Genesis 1:1 from 
memory or read it from his Bible. Read Revelation 4:11 and Colossians 1:16-17.

WE SINNED. Since the time of Adam and Eve, everyone has chosen to disobey 
God (Romans 3:23). The Bible calls this sin. Because God is holy, God cannot be 
around sin. Sin separates us from God and deserves God’s punishment of death 
(Romans 6:23).

GOD PROVIDED. Read John 3:16 aloud. God sent His Son, Jesus, the 
perfect solution to our sin problem, to rescue us from the punishment we deserve. 
It’s something we, as sinners, could never earn on our own. Jesus alone saves us. 
Read Ephesians 2:8-9.

JESUS GIVES. Jesus lived a perfect life, died on the cross for our sins, 
and rose again. Because Jesus gave up His life for us, we can be welcomed 
into God’s family for eternity. This is the best gift ever! Read Romans 5:8; 
2 Corinthians 5:21; or 1 Peter 3:18.

WE RESPOND. We can respond to Jesus. “The ABCs of Becoming 
a Christian” is a simple tool that helps us remember how to respond when 
prompted by the Holy Spirit to the gift Jesus offers.

Admit to God that you are a sinner. 
The first people God created chose 
to sin and disobey God. Ever since 

then, all people have chosen to sin and 
disobey (Romans 3:23). Tell God you 
messed up and you are sorry for doing 
your own thing and turning away from 
Him through your thoughts, words, and 
actions. Repent, turn away from your sin. 
(Acts 3:19; 1 John 1:9) Repent doesn’t 
just mean turning from doing bad things 
to doing good things. It means turning 
from sin and even from your own good 
works and turning to Jesus, trusting only 
in Him to save you.

Believe that Jesus is God’s 
Son and receive God’s gift 
of forgiveness from sin. You 
must believe that only Jesus can save you 
and you cannot save yourself from your 
sin problem—not even by praying to God, 
going to church, or reading your Bible. 
Your faith or your trust is only in Jesus 
and what He did for you through His life, 
death, and resurrection. (Acts 16:31; 
Acts 4:12; John 14:6; Ephesians 2:8-9)

Confess your faith in Jesus Christ as Savior 
and Lord. Tell God and tell others what 
you believe. If Jesus is your Savior, you are 
trusting only in Him to save you. Jesus is 
also Lord, which means He is in charge 
and calling the shots in your life. You can 
start following Him and doing what He 
says in the Bible. You are born again into 
a new life and look forward to being with 
God forever. (Romans 10:9-10,13)

Help families interact with the Bible using the Explore the Bible: Kids App! The 

FREE Explore the Bible: Kids App is made up of fun activities that will reinforce 

weekly lessons and encourage family experiences with the Bible. Download the 

Explore the Bible: Kids App today, and watch families grow in the Word together.

LET’S GET DIGITAL!

Get app-happy with this free family resource!
Available in iTunes and Google Play.
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